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FRANK FLOOD the new Consul General of Ireland is pictured
above with German Consul General Dr. Klaus Schmidt after signing the agreement to share office space in the World Trade
Centre at Canada Place in Vancouver. The new Vancouver Consulate of Ireland officially opened on Monday, October 30.
[Full details on pages 14, 15, 16]

‘HER MOTHER THE MOON’ by Derbyshire artist Lisa O’Malley – As we move into the season of
Samhain, a reminder to also seek those luminous qualities within ourselves to help guide us as ECONOMIC uncertainty and political divisions as the UK is due
we move through the darkness to Winter Solstice.
[Read about the artist on page 2] to leave the EU on March 29, 2019, but London and Brussels
have yet to strike a deal over the terms of the exit from the bloc,
known as Brexit. In London the largest protest march since the
WIN FREE TICKETS
Iraq war was held last month to demand that the British GovOR AN IRISH BREAKFAST BASKET
ernment hold a public vote on the terms of Brexit.
• Win free tickets to the Barra MacNeils’ East-Coast-Christmas Con[More on Brexit on pages 8, 9}
cert, November 22, at The Centennial Theatre, North Vancouver. (See page
5 for more info). Entry by November 14. Mark your entry Barra MacNeils.

• Win free tickets to the The Irish Tenors Holiday Concert, December
18, at Benaroya Hall, S. Mark Taper Foundation Auditorium, Seattle (see
page 5 for more info). Entry by November 23. Mark your entry Irish Tenors
• You could win 12 Bags Cheese & Onions Tayto Crisps, 6 Tins Club
Orange and a Cadbury Advent Calendar from Black Pudding Imports in
Langley. Check out their weekly sales on Facebook. (See page 11 for more
info). Entry by November 23. Mark your entry Black Pudding.
Entries by e-mail only to: cbutler@telus.net (Only one entry per person).

Leicester City FC
Owner dies in fiery
helicopter crash
SEE PAGE 10

•

Scots mark
30th anniversary
of Lockerbie
bombing

Publication
Mail Agreement:
40009398

SEE PAGE 10

•

The link between the
BC Civic Election
and the ISSC
SEE PAGE 27

IN EDINBURGH thousands marched through the streets to show
support for Scottish independence from the United Kingdom as
a result of discontent with Brexit.
[Read more on page 9]
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Launch of new Irish Consulate
The Shades Wait
unifies a diverse Vancouver community
in the Darkness of
LETTER FROM
the Season of Samhain THE
PUBLISHER
HERE I live,
the leaves are
piling up, even
as brilliant colours hold
thick to the trees.

W

A cold snap along with plentiful moisture created the right conditions for perfect autumnal colours that will last, at
least until the next bluster blows
through.

By CYNTHIA
WALLENTINE
hardship, and ill wind with simple respect for self, individual, family, and
community.
In centuries passed, and those to come,
reckoning awaits those who would trespass by word or deed where they
should not.

Dear Readers:
This past month has been particularly exciting for the Irish
community here in Vancouver
with the arrival of Frank Flood,
the new Irish Consul General,
and his wife Orla Ní Bhroithe.

Their arrival heralded the launch
of the first new Irish diplomatic
It is not the banshee, the woman of the mission in Canada in almost 80
Autumn, like the rest of the seasons sidhe, that comes for those wrong-do- years on Monday, October 29.
with which we count the years, is or- ers, it is the Dark Crowd – a murmurderly, its steadfast behavior a gift even ing crowd of dusty grey half-recognizable figures that cluster around those
as we slip quickly into darkness.
marked as future members.
Samhain, the great hinge between the
Celtic autumn and winter, between this Inescapable, deathless and joyless, the
year and the next, arrived at twilight eternal company of the Dark Crowd is
a fate by which hell pales in compariyesterday, October 31.
son.
As goblins, witches, and television characters took to the streets for trick-or- Like any denizen of purgatory, the Dark
Crowd waits patiently in the imaginatreat, the season of Samhain began.
tion, or just out of the corner of the eye
Today, November 1, is the first day of for those senseless enough to attract
the Celtic winter, and the New Year. their attention.
Each Celtic year, and each Celtic day
traditionally begins in the dark and They are the bogies of any kind that
literally strike fear in the heart of those
there is something to that.
deserving, and their darkness breeds no
Samhain is an ancient fire festival. Just new beginnings.
as nature turns to us the same face with
which we turn to nature, the Samhain For the rest, those who persist against
moral decay, the Samhain season is a
fire nurtures or consumes.
bridge, the visible transition from dark
For those who maintain the primordial into light, and the journey to emergence
laws of human civility, the fire warms, of the first sprout and the next growing
mystifies, and comforts.
season.
For those whose souls are pocked with While the “trick or treat” of Halloween
lesions earned from a dishonest and has passed, the origins of that tradition
deceitful life, the same Samhain fire is weigh on the season that is upon us.
fearful, threatening, and will consume
For those who rightly claim human
if given half the chance.
membership, civility toward others is
Samhain scatters like leaves the souls demanded and rewarded.
of those who mock its eternal truths
For those who masquerade as human,
during their short mortal lifetime.
whose toxic hearts spill darkness in the
In the outer world, the festival cel- light of day, an unpleasant eternity
ebrates the rightful decline of natural awaits, patiently.
life.
Nature turns to us the face that we turn
Samhain also champions the only real to nature. Next time you look in the
protection humans have against chaos, mirror, who or what do you see?

THE NEW Vancouver Consulate General of Ireland officially
opened in the World Trade Centre at Canada Place on Monday,
October 29. To mark the occasion, Maura De Freitas of The
Celtic Connection presented the historical two volume edition of
The Untold Story: The Irish in Canada to Frank Flood (R), the
new Irish Consul General in Vancouver, and Jim Kelly (L) the
Irish Ambassador to Canada.
[See pages 14, 15 & 16 for our interview with Frank Flood]
The Irish Ambassador to Canada, Jim
The occasion was marked with a
number of events, including the official launch of the new Vancouver Consulate General of Ireland which currently shares space with the German
Consulate in the World Trade Centre
at Canada Place.
Kelly, was present for the opening,
along with Siobhan Doran from the
Embassy of Ireland in Ottawa. Cathy
Murphy, executive director of the Irish
Canadian Immigration Centre in Toronto, was another special guest.
The launch was followed by an evening
reception hosted by the Vancouver
Chapter of the Ireland Canada Chamber of Commerce at the Opus Vancouver hotel in Yaletown.

where every group has something to tent young Irish arrivals who have
found their way into so many areas of
offer to a larger discourse.
industry and culture in this city.
I think Patricia Ryan of the Irish University Graduates Association summed Both Catholine and myself are looking
it up best when she said, “For the first forward to working closely with the
time in a long time, I feel such opti- new Irish Consul and would like to
mism and energy in the Irish commu- wish a very hearty welcome to Frank
nity. I was blown away by the energy and Orla from all of us here at The Celtic
Connection.
and good feelings at that breakfast.”

Perhaps those thoughts are also a reThe next morning another gathering flection on the large number of compehosted by the Irish Consulate was held
at Mahony & Sons Burrard Landing.
This breakfast meeting brought together
leaders of the various Irish cultural
groups, along with key contacts in the
community for a meet and greet event.
So many people have commented how
thrilled they are to welcome Frank and
Orla, and what a lovely, down-to-earth
and approachable couple they are.
They have already made a deep impression with all the various local Irish
organizations.
There is a sense that their presence has
helped bring together a very diverse
community. It brings a sense of unity

Until next issue,
Maura

ABOUT OUR COVER ARTIST
Our cover artist this month is Lisa O’Malley who lives in the beautiful Peak
District of Derbyshire, England, with her partner, along with their gorgeous border collie Millie and seven ex-battery chickens.
Lisa has been painting professionally for over 19 years, and says, “hopefully through my work I can show my love of the natural world (and the
magical) in all its beauty, and where the realms of the imagination can take
us.”
She has had several successful exhibitions throughout the Peak District,
and a large number of her paintings hang in private collections around the
world.
A large amount of Lisa’s work is created by Pet Portraits and ACEO’S (Art
Cards Editions and Originals), a great and affordable way to make art
available to everyone. She can ship from the UK as soon as payment is
received, so please allow for time differences.
Her motto is....”We should never lose the magic and wonder.”
To learn more about Lisa’s exquisite artwork, visit on Facebook at: The Art
of Lisa O’Malley, or online at http://www.etsy.com/shop/eveningstardust.
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The Tower of London lit up with 10,000 torches
to honour those who died in First World War
LONDON – The moat outside the Tower of London was lit up with 10,000 torches on the night of
Sunday, November 4, in a dazzling display to honour those killed in World War I.
The moving ceremony will continue every night through November 11, which marks Remembrance Day in the UK —
the anniversary of the end of the
Great War.
This year marks 100 years since the
war’s end, so Tower of London officials wanted to mark the event with a
grand display.

mately 10,000 torches.

refilled ahead of each subsequent lighting.
The circle of light is designed by one
of the men behind the 2014 display of
888,246 ceramic poppies outside the
Tower.

On November 11, in addition to cerYeoman Warders, also known as Beef- emonies across Britain, an estimated
eaters, are the tower’s guards. In addi- 1,300 beacons will be lit north, south,
tion to guarding the tower and the east and west across the country.
Crown Jewels, they give tours of the From Unst, the most northerly inhabcastle.
ited island in Scotland, to Cornwall in
The ceremony was no doubt impor- the south, and from St. David’s, the
tant for the Beefeaters, all of whom most westerly city in Wales, to Lowesare veterans who served at least 22 toft, the most easterly town in England.
years in the military.
Volunteers, many of whom had a fam- Organiser Bruno Peek says the display
ily connection to the war, also helped symbolizes “the light of hope that THE SPECTACULAR scene at the Tower of London as 10,000
emerged from the darkness of war.”
torches are lit up to honour those who died in First World War.
the Beefeaters light the torches.

The event started at dusk on Sunday
night, with a bugler playing The Last
Post, a song that is traditionally played It took the group of Beefeaters and
at military funerals.
volunteers a little less than an hour to
From there, a Yeoman Warder brought light the thousands of torches.
a flame down from the tower to the The torches burn for about four hours
moat in order to light the approxi- before running out fuel. They will be
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Fabulous music with some huge talent
on offer at The Rogue each month
ANCOUVER
– What an incredible month
of
October
we’ve had....and, I don’t
just mean weather-wise.

Jake Charron excelling on their original tune sets and gorgeous songs.

V

There were some truly wonderful concerts at The Rogue –
and elsewhere around town –
all month-long, and, despite not
being able to make it out to Cape
Breton for Celtic Colours this
year, I still managed to tune in
to the concerts on the Live
Stream: such a treat!
The month kicked off with a chance to
see “folk royalty” at The Vogue: Judy
Collins and Stephen Stills put on a
fabulous show, and I got to meet them
backstage too. (My reward for interviewing Judy on my radio show the
previous Saturday, I guess.)
This may have been the last Vancouver show for these two legendary artists, and they didn’t disappoint.

By
STEVE
EDGE

THE ROGUE
FOLK CLUB

The show was filmed by Hubcast
Media for broadcast on the new TV
show, On Stage, on Joy TV (Telus
channel 123, and, I think, Shaw channel 11) at midnight on Saturdays.
If you miss the show, you can stream
it later on onstagelive.tv. They’ve already aired two Rogue concerts in the
first month’s broadcasts: Jim Byrnes
and Russell deCarle. Watch for The
East Pointers on November 10, perhaps ...
•
Two days later we were at it again!
Newfoundland singer Matthew Byrne
is – for me – Canada’s finest trad
singer, and he was in excellent form.
Hailing from a singing family on The
Rock, Matthew has a unique treasure
trove of songs collected in various
outports and from Memorial University’s extensive library.
While many of the songs are related to
trad songs from Ireland, and even England (!), the versions he has found are
wonderfully unique!
•
A few days later we hosted yet another PEI-based singer, Wexford-born
Irish Mythen. What a voice!!

Stills’ speaking voice may have been a
bit wobbly at times, but he sang really
She took us from the heights of hilarwell, and his guitar playing was as exity to the deepest poignancy with her
PEI-BASED
singer,
Wexfordcellent as ever.
born Irish Mythen stunned the original compositions covering everySweet Judy Blue Eyes herself may be audience with her amazing vo- thing from the Magdalen Laundries to
love, loss, murder, and the vagaries of
about to reach 3/4 of a century, but
cals, particularly a lament for living abroad.
she can still hold those high notes! I
the
Magdalen
Laundries.
swear I saw angels dancing on the curHer Jesus song was once requested by
tains when she sang Who Knows Where
a Swedish Archbishop; it’s not exactly
The Time Goes? – maybe one was
reverent, but he insisted she stand up
Sandy Denny herself. Who knows, ours live stream that week crediting
him with tunes and inspiration!) and on the pulpit in Gothenburg’s catheindeed!?
the mandolin and bass players were dral and sing it at Mass!
•
The next day we presented American equally amazing!
Only someone as courageous and powblues master Guy Davis, accompanied What a show that was! Too bad we erful as Irish Mythen could have pulled
by Italian harmonica wizard and blues didn’t get a few more people to come this off! All the more amazing considscholar Fabrizio Poggi, at St. James along, but I am 100 percent certain ering she’s only around five feet tall,
Hall.
everyone there will bring a friend or but with a voice that can fill any room
– or folk festival field.
Guy was delighted to meet an old three next time.
•
friend of his parents – Ossie Davis
In fact, she delivered Dominic
and Ruby Dee – from the days of the After a brief day of rest we were off to Behan’s The Auld Triangle off the mic
Civil Rights Movement – Jack West Van’s Kay Meek Theatre to wit- as an encore. Unbelievable!! And fabuO’Dell, who now lives in Vancouver, ness Steve Dawson and co. paying lous! She’ll be back.
and who was brought along as a guest tribute to the late Joe Cocker’s reof the show’s sponsor, Tom Nesbit. markable live LP Mad Dogs & Eng- Everywhere else on her tour she played
in cities where she had previously
lishmen.
The concert was a tribute to blues legplayed a local festival. All these shows
ends Sonny Terry & Brownie They just changed it to Mad Dogs & sold out.
Vancouverites, and brought along New
McGhee, and was stunning.
Brunswick bluesman Matt Andersen This was her first time in Vancouver,
There was no let-up at The Rogue af- to join the fun.
and next summer she’ll play the Vanter that, either.
couver Folk Music Festival, so book
His voice is remarkably similar to your tickets early when we announce
•
Three days later we presented the Van- Cocker’s, and he was in fine form, but her return engagement next Fall!
couver debut of the Galway quartet the showstopper was Roy Forbes, the
•
We Banjo 3: two pairs of brothers visually impaired singer delivered a November kicked off with two more
whose new CD, Haven, roared to the couple of memorable torch ballads and sold out shows at The Rogue: Newtop of Billboard’s bluegrass charts in received standing ovations each time. foundland’s The Once and a
•
its first week of release in September!
fundraiser for the Stephen Lewis
Another day, another stellar band at Foundation, which supports African
Hardly a bluegrass band, they played The Rogue: The Fretless graced St.
grandmothers as they raise their grandsome spirited instrumental sets and James Hall with their scintillating string
children, whose parents have died
trad and original songs – most nota- quartet renditions of trad Celtic medfrom AIDS.
bly, perhaps, young singer David leys and original tunes the very next
Howley’s plea for understanding of day.
Fraser Union delivered the best set
those like him – facing depression and
I’ve ever heard from them, and the
mental illness – Don’t Let Me Down. They were joined by the angelic voices evening ended up with Karla Mundy,
of Vancouver’s Twin Bandit on a cou- Dawn Pemberton and Brian Tate (aka
The band might employ some flashy, ple of songs, and the opening act –
TriVo) singing some truly stirring soul,
occasionally cliched, musical tricks, PEI’s Rachel Beck – was equally subgospel, and Cuban and African-Ameribut they are wonderful players, excel- lime. There was a full house, too. Most
can anthems.
lent singers, and totally charming guys. gratifying!
•
We’ll definitely bring them back!
•
The Rogue beat goes on with the CD
•
The pace dropped a wee bit, with al- launch of B.C.’s newest Celtic
Next night American bluegrass diva most a week before the next show:
“supergroup,” Early Spirit on Friday,
Claire Lynch made her Vancouver PEI’s The East Pointers.
November 9 at St. James Hall.
debut, with three superb young men
Another sold out show, and another Young fiddler Gabriel Dubreuil is
from Ontario backing her up.
stunning performance, with some of joined by Spirit of the West founder
Shane Cook is one of Canada’s most the finest tenor banjo I’ve ever heard
celebrated young fiddlers (I heard at (Koady Chaisson) with his brother
least two musicians on the Celtic Col- Tim on fiddle and vocals, and guitarist
[Continued next page]
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To make it even more enticing Norah
Rendell (formerly of Vancouver’s
Cleia, and the pan-Celtic quintet The
Outside Track) brings her new trio
The Lost Forty to share the bill.

She’s a glorious singer and flute player
and her studies at the University of
Limerick’s famed school of traditional
Irish music, together with her husband,
Brian Miller’s considerable repertoire
of songs he’s collected in the mining
and lumber camps of his native Minnesota, give their brand of roots music
a unique flair.
•
It was 50 years ago, today! Well, November 22, 1968 to be precise. That
was the release date of The Beatles’
White Album, the double LP that was
THE SMALL GLORIES with Cara Luft, JD Edwards return to the Fab Four’s follow-up to Sgt. PepThe Rogue on November 16. Sharing the bill will be trio, The per’s, and which came on the back of
Lost Forty, featuring Norah Rendell, formerly of Vancouver’s their two month sojourn in Rishikesh,
India studying meditation with the
Cleia.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
[Continued from page 4]
Vancouver Folk Festival he made a
They had come back armed with heaps
big impression on his local debut.
Jay Knutson, brilliant bassist Will A marvellous communicator with an of new songs, and a determination to
Chernoff, and Paperboys’ drummer engaging style and ready wit, Martin get back to their best days as a rock
Ben Kelly in this band, and the CD – writes powerful songs of modern and roll band.
Unrelated – will be released at this times, and also covers the likes of They had released two major hit sinshow.
gles that year (Lady Madonna and Hey
Bruce Cockburn extremely well.
Jude) and the cartoon film Yellow Sub•
You can also see them at the Heritage
On November 15 you might want to marine came out over the summer.
Playhouse in Gibsons on the 16th.
catch Saskatchewan’s Kacy and ClayThere is a special guest appearance on ton opening for The Deep Dark On November 22, 2018 some 30 or so
of Vancouver’s finest and most innothe CD by Natalie MacMaster, and Woods at the Biltmore Cabaret.
vative musicians and singers will mark
the album was produced by Winnithe anniversary with a very special
I
liken
their
music
to
that
of
early
peg’s irrepressible banjo-wielding firebrand Leonard Podolak (I wonder if Jefferson Airplane and Fairport concert at St. James Hall.
he’ll turn up at the show? Quite pos- Convention: very folky psychedelia They will perform the 29 songs from
sibly. I doubt that Natalie will be there, with heaps of traditional references, the album in sequence, putting their
great vocals, and fabulous guitar work! own distinctive stamp of interpretabut you never know!)
•
•
tion on those classic songs.
The following night we present Mar- The following night, Winnipeg duo
tin Kerr, an Englishman now living in The Small Glories return to The The show is sure to sell out, and tickRogue. Cara Luft was a founding ets are going fast already. Proceeds go
Edmonton.
member of the Wailin’ Jennys, and to support the Performing Arts Lodge
This young man busked his way was raised in a household where in the West End, where retired musiaround dozens of countries before Steeleye Span and Led Zeppelin’s cians, actors and arts professionals can
meeting his future wife in China, I folk blues roots were staples of the find a haven of affordable housing.
think.
home stereo.
I’m honoured to have been asked to
She lured him over to her home town Since leaving the Jennys she’s teamed MC this event!
of Edmonton and they now have three up with singer songwriter JD Edwards
•
young boys and he has a booming ca- and the duo were a big hit at the Mis- Full details of all these concerts can be
reer which was given a massive lift sion Folk Festival in July.
found on www.roguefolk.com.
when a local businessman fixed him
•
They
have
played
at
The
Rogue
beup with a gig opening for Sarah
Don’t forget to tune in to The Saturfore, of course, and they may well have day Edge On Folk on CiTR fm 101.9
MacLachlan.
a new CD with them this time.
and www.citr.ca every Saturday from
His album raced up the local charts
8 AM to noon for the best in Celtic,
They
will
most
definitely
have
lots
of
and he’s now touring extensively
Folk, and Roots music – and yes, I do
new
material,
with
their
wonderful
across the continent.
harmonies and socially-conscious lyr- count the White Album as “Roots”!
We saw him at the Edmonton Folk ics – and quite a few singalongs – guarSlainte,
Steve
Festival last year, and at this year’s anteeing a great night out!
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Michael D Higgins
poet-turned-president
wins 56 percent of vote

RECIPIENTS of the Guinness World Record drumming award gathered for the certificate presentation in Vancouver on October 13.

Guinness World Record Certificates
Presented for Drum Circle Award

IRISH PRESIDENT Michael D Higgins celebrates his victory
VANCOUVER – Over 100 drumwith his wife Sabina at Dublin Castle on Friday, October 26.
mers representing 61 nationalities
DUBLIN – Michael D Higgins (77) A fluent Irish speaker, Higgins served came together at Creekside Park in
has been re-elected as Irish president as minister for Arts, Culture and the Vancouver on Canada Day to play
after receiving 56 percent of the coun- Gaeltacht in the 1990s. He is also a in the world’s largest drum circle
published poet and has presented tel- and earn top place in the Guinness
try’s election vote.
evision documentaries.
World Records.
Businessman Peter Casey came second with 23.1 percent, while none of A long-time campaigner for equality, The attempt was based on the number
the other four candidates polled more he was elected president in 2011 after of nationalities participating and the
running as a Labour party candidate. minimum number required was 50. The
than 10 percent.
Voters also supported the proposal to Following his victory, Higgins said, effort resulted in an incredible team efremove blasphemy as an offence from “The people have made a choice as to fort to organize recruitment, verificathe Constitution, with 64.85 percent which version of Irishness they want tion, rehearsals, media, and is a case
study in perseverance.
reflected at home and abroad.
voting yes.
Born in Limerick in the 1940s, Higgins “It is the making of hope they wish to
grew up in Limerick and Clare before share rather than the experience of any
he moved to Galway to study at Uni- exploitation of division or fear.
versity College Galway.
“The presidency belongs not only to
He began his career as an academic in any one person but to the people of
the 1960s and 1970s, teaching politi- Ireland. I will be a president for all the
cal science and sociology in Ireland and people, for those who voted for me
and those who did not.
the United States.

The competition was adjudicated on
July 1 by Guinness World Records adjudicator Claire Stephens who flew in
from New York and there was jubilation across the park when it was announced that the challenge had been
successful.

A celebration lunch and award certificate presentation was held on October
He entered the political arena in the “I am so proud of this country, I am 13 and afterwards many of the parlate 1960s, joining the Labour Party proud to be a president for all of you ticipants adjourned for an after-party
and served as a senator in the 1980s and with all of you, and I look forward at the Wolf & Hound Restaurant on
before representing Galway West in with joy and hope to all that we will West Broadway in Vancouver.
achieve together.”
the Dail from 1987 to 2011.

Monument Society launches
final push to build Irish Monument
VANCOUVER – The goal of the Ireland Canada Monument Project is finally within reach. The aim is to establish a monument recognizing the
role of Irish Canadians and Canadians
of Irish descent in building Canada and
their contributions to this country.
The project was first inspired by the
2005 visit to Vancouver by then President of Ireland Mary McAleese and it
has taken years of determination under the direction of executive director
Brendan Flynn to reach this stage.
It has been a very long and involved
process with numerous setbacks in the
search for the right location and the
approval process now behind it, the
project has finally been given the green project but it still requires much more
light to move forward.
support. Through the Vancouver Park
Since the decision by Vancouver Park Board secure website, donors will reBoard to approve the Ireland Canada ceive a tax receipt.
Monument at George Wainborn Park To donate online, visit the home page
in False Creek, Society directors have of
monument
website
at
been preparing for the monument’s www.IrelandCanadaMonument.com
fundraising campaign launch.
where you will be guided to make your
The ICM Society website details the donation. You will immediately receive
project with extensive biographical in- an e-mail to acknowledge your donaformation on the accomplishments of tion and confirm that you will receive
countless Irish in their new homeland. a tax deductible receipt.

ria Drive, Vancouver, B.C. V5P 3W1
Your donation of any amount makes a
real difference.
The Ireland Canada Monument Project
is a non-political, non-sectarian, nonprofit society.
Directors are Brendan Flynn, along
with directors Claire Fox, Teresa
McDonnell, Ciara O’Kelly, Eddie
Reynolds and David O’Sullivan.

ICM society has been informed by
project architects that drawings of the
Numerous individuals and corporate Alternatively, donations can be mailed monument could be ready for review
donors have already committed to the to Vancity Credit Union, 5590 Victo- around November 15.

FOLLOWING the Guinness World Record award presentation,
participants headed to the after-party at the Wolf & Hound Restaurant.

Live Trad Music Sessions
now at the Wolf & Hound
The Wolf & Hound Restaurant has long been a popular destination for Irish
trad music lovers. A new group has now gathered to organize a weekly
session every Sunday night from 5:30 to 7:30 PM under the direction of lead
session master Mary Brunner – a legend in the local music scene. The Wolf
& Hound is located at 3617 West Broadway at Alma in Vancouver. For more
information, see: www.wolfandhound.ca.
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IRELAND’S last king Patsy Dan Rodgers was laid to rest on
October 25 by scores of people whose lives he touched.

Crowds flock to tiny
Tory Island for funeral
of Ireland’s last king

Don’t miss
this year’s
Irish
Seniors’
Holiday
Luncheon
BURNABY – It’s that time of
year when we start to think
about the holiday season and
one of the popular events on the
Irish community calendar is the
annual Irish seniors’ luncheon.

These wonderful social gatherings
were started 10 years ago when the
DONEGAL – Ireland’s last king has gates read Teach An Ri, which trans- Irish Benevolent Society of B.C.
recognized a need to bring the Irish
been laid to rest by scores of people lates as House of the King.
seniors in our community together.
whose lives he touched.
Tory Island, off the coast of Co. Donegal, was flooded with visitors last
month for the funeral of its king, Patsy
Dan Rodgers.
The musician and artist became the
tiny settlement’s best-known resident,
regularly greeting visitors off the ferry
and campaigning on behalf of the island.

The funeral procession started from
the house, led by one of his daughters
carrying a cross ahead of her father’s
coffin which was followed by more
than 100 mourners for the short distance to St. Colmcille’s Church.

Father Sean Gallagher led the celebration of Requiem Mass, which was conducted in the Irish language and included musical tributes. Following the
service, Rodgers was laid to rest in the
Flags on the island flew at half mast, church graveyard.
while an extra ferry crossing was put
on to accommodate the number of visi- Rodgers was considered a great amtors travelling from across Ireland and bassador for the island with an innate
love for traditional music and art. He
also the UK to attend the funeral.
had brought together a group of artists
Many alighted the boat carrying bou- and brought out their skills and his
quets of flowers and musical instru- passing was said to be a loss to the
ments. The visitors included Colonel world of art as well as to Tory Island.
Liam Condon, Aide de Camp to the
President of Ireland, Michael D Born in Dublin, Rodgers was adopted
and brought to the island as a young
Higgins.
child. He was asked to become King of
There was a steady flow of people vis- Toraigh in the 1990s. He died at the
iting Rodgers’ distinctive house on the age of 74 at a hospital in Dublin folbrow of a hill overlooking the main lowing an illness.
settlement on the island, where the

VISITORS flocked to Tory Island, off the coast of Donegal, for
the funeral of Patsy Dan Rodgers. Many alighted the ferry carrying bouquets of flowers and musical instruments.

Just like many seniors in our community, Irish seniors are vulnerable to isolation and loneliness and they miss
connecting with other fellow countrymen and women.
The Society was successful in securing the first grant through the Irish
Government’s Emigrant Support Program in 2008 and the tradition of the
Irish seniors’ luncheons in Metro Vancouver began.
Each year since, over 100 Irish seniors
get together, most recently at the
Hilton Metrotown Hotel in Burnaby
under the auspices of the Irish Heritage Society of Canada.
This is always a wonderful opportunity to connect with old friends, enjoy a delicious meal, share stories, and
have the craic. The lunch usually ends
with a sing-song and many have their
party-pieces ready to share.
This year, the Irish Women’s Network
has assumed the responsibility of coordinating the lunch, taking over from
the Irish Heritage Society who took
over organizing it in 2014.
Special guests at the December 13 lunch
will be the new Irish Consul General
Frank Flood and his wife Orla Ní
Bhroithe.
•
Tickets are $20 and to reserve a
seat, e-mail Aideen Clery at:
aideen1433@gmail.com, or call
(604) 876-4308. Mail a cheque
(made out to the Irish Women’s
Network of BC) to Aideen Clery at
986 East 20th Avenue, Vancouver
BC, V5V 1N6, or pay by e-transfer
to irishwomensnetwork@gmail
.com.

Man arrested at Dublin Airport
trying to chase down a plane
DUBLIN – Police arrested a man at
Dublin Airport on the morning of September 27 for breaking through a glass
security door and trying to chase down
a plane after missing his flight.
Patrick Kehoe (23) ran out onto the
tarmac towards the aircraft before he
was tackled by Ryanair staff and Airport Police.
The man was seen by passengers already on board the flight banging on
the window trying to get the aircraft
to wait. He then broke through a door

and made his way onto the apron, try- Defence solicitor Peter Connolly was
assigned on free legal aid, after the court
ing to flag the aircraft down.
heard Kehoe was not working.
Kehoe with an address at
Raheenaskeagh, Oulart, Gorey, Co. Shortly after the hearing, Kehoe and
Wexford, was arrested by gardai and his luggage walked out of court with a
young woman. He has not yet inditaken to Ballymun Garda Station.
cated how he is pleading to the charge.
The next morning Judge Bernadette
Owens remanded him on bail to a date As he left the Criminal Courts of Jusin November after gardai said there tice, Kehoe dropped his trousers and
were no objections to bail. However, mooned press photographers. Accordan attempt to ban him from Dublin ing to onlookers, he was also “throwAirport was successfully resisted by ing shapes and made hand gestures at
the assembled snappers.”
his solicitor.
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Taoiseach Leo Varadkar: Brexit ‘undermining
20 years of peace in Northern Ireland’
DUBLIN – Brexit is undermining 20 years of peace in Northern Ireland and is fraying relationships between Britain and
Ireland, Taoiseach Leo
Varadkar has said.
The Irish prime minister gave a stark
warning about the state of cross-border relations with just months to go
before the UK is due to quit the European Union.
His comments came after another Dublin politician said a return to a hard
border threatened the peace process,
in a row following reports that a
backstop plan was close to being
agreed with Brussels.
EUROPEAN COUNCIL President Donald Tusk, left, and Irish
Senator Neale Richmond, who chairs Prime Minister Leo Varadkar.
the Seanad’s Brexit Committee, told
Brexiteer Tory MP Owen Paterson on “Anything that pulls the two commu- But reports from Dublin had sugBBC Radio 4’s Today programme that nities apart in Northern Ireland under- gested that a deal involving an all-UK
plans for solving the border dispute mines the Good Friday Agreement and customs union in the Withdrawal
using “existing practical systems” was anything that pulls Britain and Ireland Agreement, plus a separate backstop
for Northern Ireland, is close to being
apart undermines that relationship.”
“completely unfeasible.”
agreed.
Speaking on RTE Radio One’s Marian Brexit talks have reached an impasse
Finucane programme on Saturday, No- over the EU’s “backstop” plan, which Ireland’s deputy premier, Tanaiste
vember 3, the taoiseach said, “Brexit would see Northern Ireland effectively Simon Coveney, said he believed a
has undermined the Good Friday remaining in the customs union and Brexit deal could be reached by the end
Agreement and it is fraying relation- single market unless alternative ar- of November, with his Westminster
rangements were found to prevent a counterpart, Cabinet Office Minister
ships between Britain and Ireland.
hard border.

David Lidington, saying negotiators But Senator Richmond said that what
were “very close,” after the pair held was described as a “very small”
amount of trade was actually “14,000
talks in Dublin.
commercial vehicles every day and
Paterson said that any backstop which 30,000 people crossing the Irish borinvolved the whole UK staying in a der” to and from what would become a
customs union would be a “total be- “third party” country after Brexit.
trayal” of millions of Leave voters and
the 85 percent of voters at the last gen- Some 85 percent of the trade was careral election who backed Tory and La- ried out by small businesses who did
bour manifestos which committed to not need added bureaucracy, he added.
leaving.
He told Today, “The advice he
Paterson, a former Northern Secretary, (Paterson) has got from one Dutch acatold Today, “They are convinced that demic doesn’t stack up to the expert
the current proposals, the Chequers advice of HM Revenue and Customs,
proposals, the facilitated customs re- the European Commission, the Irish
gime, is completely unworkable in prac- Government, the WTO itself and thousands more legal minds.
tical terms for five to 10 years.
“They have looked at this, they are
completely abreast of World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules, World Customs Organisation rules, and they have
assured us that we can continue using
many of these administrative systems
if there is political goodwill.

“When we talk about political goodwill, I think it’s very important...which
is why the Irish Government and why
the European Commission is so firm
on an Irish-specific backstop is the
preservation of peace.

“It’s the 20-year-old fragile Good Friday Agreement peace, something that
the Irish Government and indeed the
British Government is a co-guarantor
of, and we must work to ensure that
there is no hard border, customs or
“In some ways it suits that it is agri- otherwise, on the island of Ireland, as
culture and food mainly because it is that is a threat to that Good Friday
such a highly regulated part of our Agreement. Let’s focus on that first
economy.”
and foremost.”
“We are addressing a very small
amount of trade which is very, very
regular and already very, very clearly
administered and regulated.

‘Substantial cost’ to UK economy Hundreds of thousands
march in London
in no-deal Brexit, warns IMF

demanding vote
on Brexit terms

LONDON – The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has warned Britain
that it should expect “substantial
costs” to its economy if it leaves the
European Union without agreeing to
transitional arrangements.

LONDON – Hundreds of thousands of supporters of the
European Union marched through London on Saturday,
October 20 in the biggest demonstration so far to demand that the British Government hold a public vote on
the terms of Brexit.

The United Kingdom is due to leave
the EU on March 29, 2019, but London and Brussels have yet to strike a
deal over the terms of the exit from the
bloc, known as Brexit.
Prime Minister Theresa May has struggled to bridge a deep divide within her
Conservative Party about how close a
relationship Britain should have with
the EU, and only agreed to a unified The IMF predicted Britain’s economy
negotiating platform with her cabinet would grow by about 1.5 percent a
year in 2018 and 2019 – lagging bein July.
hind Germany and France – if a broad
That has led to worries that Britain is Brexit agreement was struck.
heading for a “no-deal Brexit” that
would see it revert to World Trade Philip Hammond, the British finance
Organisation rules on trade and force minister, said the UK had made ecoit to pay tariffs on goods imported nomic progress under May’s government, but it stood “at a critical juncfrom the EU.
ture” as it entered the final stages of
Speaking to reporters in London in the Brexit negotiations.
September, IMF chief Christine
Lagarde said the British economy “We must not put these achievements
would weaken under any outcome that – and the prosperity of the British
involves leaving the bloc, but warned people – at risk,” Hammond said, urgthat a no-deal Brexit would cause an ing his government to “heed the clear
warnings of the IMF.”
immediate slump.
“It will be a shock to supply,” Lagarde While Hammond said he was confident
said at the presentation of an IMF an- that May would secure a withdrawal
nual report on Britain’s economic out- agreement within the next two months,
he said Britain should “continue to
look.
prepare for all scenarios.”
She added that in “reasonably short
order,” a “no-deal Brexit” would “re- “A no-deal scenario remains unlikely
– but it is not impossible,” he said.
duce the size of the UK economy.”
“It would inevitably have a series of May has proposed to keep Britain
consequences in terms of reduced aligned to EU rules in return for free
growth going forward; increased defi- trade in goods and an open border becit, most likely ... and depreciation of tween the UK’s Northern Ireland and
the currency,” said Lagarde, the IMF’s EU member Ireland.
managing director.
In response, the EU has warned the

The protesters waved the blue and gold flag of the EU and held up
“Bollocks to Brexit” banners under sunny skies to call for another referendum on the eventual deal on how Britain will leave the world’s bigUK that it can’t cherry pick aspects gest trading bloc.
of membership in the bloc’s single
market without accepting the costs and The march comes after another tumultuous week for Prime Minister
responsibilities.
Theresa May in which she failed to agree a divorce deal with EU leaders
Thom Brooks, professor and dean at
Durham University in the UK, said he
“can’t believe” Britain is faced with
such alarming IMF reports with only
six months until Brexit.

in Brussels and infuriated members of her own party by making further
concessions in the talks.

With just over five months until Britain is due to leave there is no clarity
about what a future trade deal with the EU will look like and some rebels
in May’s Conservative Party have threatened to vote down a deal if she
“I am very surprised that the prime
minister triggered Article 50 and clinches one.
started the UK down this very tight James McGrory, one of the organizers of the march, said voters should
timetable to have a Brexit plan before have the chance to change their minds because the decision will impact
she had a plan,” he said.

their lives for generations.

“It would be a lot more wise to put
her cabinet together, agree on what “People think the Brexit negotiations are a total mess, they have no
they want to agree on Brexit and how faith in the government to deliver the promises that were made, partly
to get there, and then trigger this proc- because they cannot be delivered,” he said.
ess,” he added.
Article 50, part of the Lisbon Treaty
signed between EU members in 2009,
forms the constitutional basis for the
28-member organisation and includes
within it five paragraphs pertaining to
a country’s decision to exit the bloc.

Organizers said about 670,000 people took part in the march, which
would make it the largest in Britain since a demonstration against the
Iraq war in 2003.
Protesters originally gathered near Hyde Park and then walked past
Downing Street and finished outside Parliament where they listened to
politicians from all main political parties.

Brooks said the risk of a “no-deal The prime minister has repeatedly ruled out holding a second referenBrexit” is “so huge, I would not rule dum. The opposition Labour party’s Brexit spokesman said last month
out the possibility of a snap election his party is open to a second referendum with the option of staying in
in the UK before Christmas.”

the bloc in certain circumstances.
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Scottish Government
preparing for
no-deal scenario says
Scottish Constitutional
Relations Secretary
EDINBURGH – Intensive work is
underway to prepare Scotland for
a no-deal Brexit scenario, the Scottish Constitutional Relations Secretary Mike Russell has announced.
In a speech to Holyrood, the Argyll
and Bute MSP said that the momentum of negotiations appeared to indicate that the UK was heading out of
the EU without a deal in place.
He said that it appears the UK Government has no plan in place for securing a Brexit deal. This follows comMIKE RUSSELL
ments by Nicola Sturgeon that a nodeal Brexit may be the “most likely
with lorries and stockpiling medicines
outcome.”
illustrates the vacuum in leadership in
Prime Minister Theresa May has the UK, which is resulting in measstated that a Brexit deal is 95 percent ures unprecedented in peacetime. That
agreed, although described the Irish cannot be willed away by any of us.
Border issue as being a “considerable
sticking point” and said that she is “A decision to maintain membership
prepared to “explore every possible of the European Single Market and
option” to break the deadlock in talks. Customs Union would both secure a
withdrawal agreement and provide the
However, Russell said that UK Gov- clarity needed on the future relationernment ministers are incapable of ship.
reaching an agreement.
“If the UK Government put this opHe urged the UK Government to re- tion on the table then we will commit
vise its negotiating position and en- ourselves to support it.
sure that the whole of the UK remains
within the single market and the cus- “But without such a proposal we will
reject every other option short of staytoms union.
ing in the EU as a succession of unacHe said, “The fact that they are talk- ceptable and damaging bad deals, or
ing of hiring boats, packing motorways ultimately no deal at all.”

Thousands march
through Edinburgh
to back Scottish
independence
EDINBURGH – Tens of thousands marched through the
streets of Edinburgh to show
support for Scottish independence from the United Kingdom,
a cause Scottish nationalists say
has drawn strength from Britain’s struggles to leave the European Union.

10 percentage point margin in a 2014
referendum.
Most polls show public support for
Scottish independence from the UK
stuck at the same 45 percent level it
has been since the 2014 vote, although
a recent poll showed backing for a split
from the UK has ticked up in a sign of
discontent over Brexit.

A small number of union-supporting
counter protesters were on the sidelines as the pro-independence crowds
The campaigners waved giant blue walked past. They shouted they are
Scotland flags and sported kilts as they proud to be “Scottish and British.”
congregated in a park near the Scottish
Bands, bikers, people in fancy dress
Parliament building.
and countless Saltire flags were all part
The All Under One Banner event be- of the march towards Holyrood. Those
gan near Edinburgh Castle on Satur- who gathered in the park listened to
day, October 6 before making its way speeches and live music performances.
down the famous Royal Mile thorOthers scaled Arthur’s Seat to get a
oughfare towards Holyrood Park.
better view of the event. It comes deScots voted to stay in the European spite Historic Environment Scotland
Union in 2016 by a large margin, but – which looks after the green space –
Britain as a whole voted to leave. The saying the rally had not been given
Brexit process has since put Scotland’s permission to take place.
devolved nationalist government increasingly at loggerheads with the UK’s Police Scotland said there had been no
reports of any disturbances. Early esConservative leadership.
timates suggest that up to 50,000 peoScotland rejected independence by a ple attended the march and rally.
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Scottish leader pulls out
of media event featuring Bannon
EDINBURGH – Scotland’s First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon has pulled
out of an Edinburgh conference because former White House strategist
Steve Bannon is scheduled to speak at
the event.

“The email the BBC sent to my office
justifying Bannon’s inclusion described him as a ‘powerful and influential figure … promoting an anti-elite
movement.’

the 2016 campaign of U.S. President
Donald Trump, has been making the
rounds in Europe as part of his plans
for a foundation, called The Movement, to boost far-right parties in Europe.

“This kind of language to describe
views that many would describe as He appeared at a rally in Rome in Sepfascist does seem to me to run the risk tember organized by a small far-right
Italian opposition party, Brothers of
of normalization,” Sturgeon said.
Italy, where he heaped praise on ItaIn a statement defending its decision ly’s populist government. He was also
to invite Bannon, seen on its website, in Rome for the March 4 election that
Bannon is to be interviewed by a BBC Edinburgh conference organizers said brought the populists to power.
journalist and answer questions at Bannon is “a key influencer in the rise
News Xchange, a media conference in of populism — one of the dominant Bannon spent seven months working
in Trump’s administration, leaving in
Edinburgh on November 14-15. BBC political trends of our times.”
August 2017.
News is a host partner.
Bannon, who played a central role in
In a tweet, Sturgeon said she believes
“passionately in free speech” but declares she “would not be part of any
process that risks legitimizing or normalizing far-right, racist views.”
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Scots to attend U.S. memorial for
30th Lockerbie bombing anniversary
EDINBURGH – The Scottish Secretary travelled to
the United States to visit the
university which lost 35 students in the Lockerbie
bombing almost 30 years
ago.
David Mundell was in New York on
October 30 to take part in the annual
remembrance week at Syracuse University ahead of the anniversary this
December.

FRANK AND BEVERLEY MacInnis with St. Andrews Principal
Sally Mapstone, and Professor Vincent Janik, Director of the
Scottish Oceans Institute at the site of the Institute’s new £16
million home at East Sands, St. Andrews, Scotland.

U.S. couple makes
$10 million donation to
St. Andrews University
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland –
St. Andrews University has received one of the biggest donations ever made to a Scottish institution with a US$10
million gift from the parents of
a former student.

universities in the UK.
It will specifically support St. Andrews’ new Scottish Oceans Institute
and a PhD scholarship in physics and
astronomy.

Frank MacInnis said, “Beverley, a
former teacher, and I recognize the
transformative powers of education,
and the important difference philanThe money was donated by Frank thropy can make.
and Beverley MacInnis, a U.S.- “When we spoke to Principal
based couple who made their for- Mapstone about her vision for St.
tune in engineering and construc- Andrews, we had an immediate sense
of engagement with her plans for the
tion.
university.
The couple’s son, Robert, completed
a double degree at the university, gradu- “We are delighted to make our famiating with a PhD in 2010, following ly’s support known at this time, and
on from earning a BSc in computer sci- it brings us pleasure to help enable
world leading research at St. Andrews,
ence in 2005.
both in marine science and in the latest
The donation, worth around £7.8 mil- neurological research in physics.
lion, is said to be one of the biggest
pledges ever made to a Scottish uni- “It is also important to our family to
versity was given on the condition that make our commitment to St. Andrews
it is used to help consolidate St. An- in a public way, to encourage others to
drews’ position among the top five support the university in whatever
way they can.”

He also met a group of charity cyclists
as they set off on the final leg of their
epic journey from Lockerbie to
Syracuse to remember those who died. THE WRECKED nose section of Pan Am flight 103 in a field at
Speaking ahead of the visit, Mundell Lockerbie, near Dumfries, after the plane was blown apart by a
said, “I was brought up in Lockerbie, terrorist bomb.
and know how deeply the air disaster
has impacted on the town. But I have Pan Am flight 103 was on its way from Mundell saw the group off from Cenalso seen the very positive links which London to New York when it exploded tral Park in New York City before
have grown between Lockerbie and above Lockerbie on the evening of De- meeting staff and students at Syracuse.
Syracuse University over the years cember 21, 1988, killing 259 people Cycle team leader Colin Dorrance, who
on board and 11 people on the ground.
since.
was a young off-duty police officer
“As we approach the 30th anniver- The five “Cycle to Syracuse” riders on the night of the bombing, has desary of the bombing, it is fitting that represent Lockerbie Academy, Police scribed the prospect of completing the
five local men are making the journey Scotland, the Scottish Fire and Rescue ride in the U.S. as “exciting, humbling
to Syracuse to remember those lost, Service, the Scottish Ambulance Serv- and moving.”
and to raise money for a local youth ice and the RAF Mountain Rescue
Service.
mental health charity.”

Leicester City football club owner
confirmed dead in helicopter crash
LEICESTERSHIRE – Leicester City’s owner, Vichai
Srivaddhanaprabha, has died in
a fiery helicopter crash outside
the football club’s stadium.
The Thai owner ’s helicopter
crashed near a car park by the
south-east corner of the stadium
shortly after taking off from the
pitch.
He was one of five people killed – all
onboard the helicopter – when the accident occurred around an hour after
the club’s draw at home to West Ham
United on Saturday, October 27.
Leicestershire police have named the LEICESTER CITY owner Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha applauds
other four passengers as Nursara beside the trophy as the team celebrates becoming the EngSuknamai and Kaveporn Punpare, both lish Premier League champions in 2016.
members of Vichai’s staff, pilot Eric
Swaffer and passenger Izabela Roza
fans, sometimes mingling with them at
Lechowicz.
games, in contrast to some Premier
League owners who maintain a disVichai bought Leicester for £39 miltance.
lion (US$50 million) in 2010 when it
was in the second-tier Championship
He has been praised for his charity
and bankrolled the revival that peaked
work, donating £2 million ($2.5 milwith the 5,000-1 outsiders improbably
lion) toward a new local children’s
winning the English Premier League in
hospital, and he often provided free
2016.
beer and food for fans outside stadiHaving accomplished one of the great- DEVASTATED fans gathered ums.
est underdog stories in the history of outside the King Power Sta- “Without you the dream wouldn’t
sports, the central England team is now dium in Leicester the morning have become reality,” read one mesvalued by Forbes at £371 million
after the helicopter crash to sage on a club flag on the spot where
(US$476 million).
fans gathered two years ago to celebrate
leave flowers and tributes.
the team’s first English title in its 134In a statement, the Leicester club said
year existence.
“the world has lost a great man. A man
of kindness, of generosity and a man Fans formed a makeshift shrine early By accomplishing one of the greatest
whose life was defined by the love he Sunday outside the team’s stadium underdog stories in the history of
devoted to his family and those he so before word of his death was officially sports, Leicester also gained a huge fan
confirmed.
successfully led.”
base in Thailand.
Vichai was known for arriving and leav- The outpouring of emotion at the sta- Among the hundreds of visitors was a
ing the stadium in central England in dium reflected how highly the owner- group of young footballers from Thaihis helicopter and it became one of the ship is regarded in the city, which has land on a trip to England who knelt on
defining scenes of the club’s improb- only one professional soccer team.
the ground and bowed their heads in
able title run in 2016.
Vichai formed a close bond with the front of the carpet of tributes.
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VANCOUVER WELSH SOCIETY

Contributing to a rich Welsh heritage
and traditions in North America
VANCOUVER – The Vancouver Welsh Society has traditionally sought to introduce
elements of Welsh culture and
tradition to residents of the
B.C. Lower Mainland.
Members of the society have also
been active in maintaining contacts
with other Welsh organizations in
North America and the UK, while
at the same time serving as ambassadors for their city, for British Columbia and for Canada.
Two recent events in the Cambrian Hall
sought to boost public recognition of
the Welsh Society’s activities.
A few months ago, three representatives from the National Library of
Wales presented a talk on a website
project called People’s Collection
Wales (Casgliad y Werin Cymru),
whose aim is to provide quick and
easy access to the rich heritage of
Wales.
The project representatives invited
Welsh Society members to contribute
to the website. The wealth of historical content – stories, memories, photographs – recorded and accumulated
by the society over the years can be
uploaded to the People’s Collection by
members.
On September 28 the Welsh Society’s
Antone Minard led a short training
workshop for members who are interested in the project.
Antone walked the members through
the process of adding to the collection
while some practiced uploading their
material to the site.
Another visitor to the Cambrian Hall
in October was Andrew Wagstaff, Head
of the Welsh Government Office in the
British Consulate in Montreal.
Andrew is largely responsible for promoting trade and investments in Wales
and is a frequent visitor to Vancouver.
At a lunch meeting in the Hall on October 22, Andrew outlined his duties

On Saturday afternoon, November 3,
also as part of the Welsh Weekend,
member David Llewelyn Williams presented a celebration of the poet Hedd
Wyn, who was killed in the First World
War.

By EIFION
WILLIAMS

A film presentation of the opening concert at this year’s Anglesey National
Eisteddfod was also shown.

and vowed to keep in touch with the The society has also initiated a
society and the Vancouver Welsh com- monthly series of Saturday afternoon
presentations entitled ‘Welsh Spirit’,
munity in general.
which will include aspects of Welsh
The Welsh Society’s annual anniver- culture such as stories of myth and
sary dinner was held at the Cambrian legend, music, history, poetry and
Hall on Saturday, October 13.
dance.
Following the retirement of caterer Tim The Saturday, October 27 presentaJordan after a long association with the tion was a selection from the rich hisWelsh Society, the dinner was pre- torical tapestry of Welsh music.
pared this year by various members of
the social committee, the results draw- Another popular event which also returned to the Cambrian Hall was the
ing high praise from those present.
Ceilidh/Twmpath/Barn Dance on NoThe guest performer at the dinner was vember 9.
accomplished
pianist
Emyr
Honeybun, who presented works by The popular Rattlebone Band preChopin and Russian composer Alex- sented their rollicking music to accompany dancers of all ages.
ander Scriabin.
Emyr was born in Wales and has a The social committee is currently planBachelor of Music degree from Car- ning the Society’s Christmas activities.
diff University and a Masters degree So far, the Deck the Hall day is
in Music Performance from the Uni- planned for November 26 and the
Mulled Wine Evening Saturday, Deversity of Oxford.
cember 1.
He is currently a piano instructor with
West Vancouver’s Amadeus Music The Welsh Society will again present
Academy and a popular private piano the very popular work A Child’s
and guitar instructor in the Vancouver Christmas in Wales by Dylan Thomas
at the Cambrian Hall on December 15
area.
and 16.
Emyr, who is a past assistant conductor of the Pendyrus Male Voice Choir, The talented Russell Roberts, Colleen
also conducted the Gymanfa Ganu on Winton and Brian Tate will once more
November 4, during the Welsh Week- present an entertaining reading to an
always appreciative audience, many of
end, November 2 to 4.
whom return year after year to enjoy
On the Friday evening, November 2, the festive atmosphere and listen to
there was a Noson Lawen (Happy Dylan’s familiar words. Tickets are
Evening), with the band Three Pound available from Kathy Thomas at (604)
Note providing traditional and mod- 294-4332.
ern Celtic music.
Details on all Welsh Society activities
A highlight of the evening was a in November, including the Welsh
reenactment of a Welsh tradition called classes, bilingual religious services,
the Mari Lwyd, performed by mem- genealogy group, book club and pub
bers of Antone Minard’s Welsh class. nights can be found on the Society’s
website www.welshsociety.com.

Man released on bail after
attempted theft of Magna Carta
SALISBURY, UK – A man who was
arrested on suspicion of attempting to
steal the Magna Carta from Salisbury
Cathedral has been released on conditional bail.

Salisbury Cathedral’s copy of the text
is one of four that remain in existence
from the original 1215 charter.
King John issued the Magna Carta after agreeing to peace terms with a band
of rebel barons and it is now one of the
world’s most celebrated legal documents.

Staff had wrestled a man wielding a
hammer to the ground after the attempted theft of one of the oldest surviving copies of the Magna Carta on SALISBURY CATHEDRAL conIt established for the first time that
Thursday, October 25.
tains the best surviving of the neither monarch nor government was
A Wiltshire Police spokesman said, four original copies of Magna above the law and set out principles
“The 45-year-old man has been bailed Carta and in 2008 the cathe- of liberty which echoed through the
while our officers continue making en- dral celebrated the 750th anni- centuries.
quiries.” The man has been bailed un- versary of its consecration.
The Magna Carta still forms an imtil November 20.
building was smashed, leaving three portant symbol of liberty today, ofAlarms were set off at the cathedral holes in the display.
ten cited by politicians and campaignwhen an attempt was made to smash
ers, and is held in great respect by the
The
more
than
800-year-old
manuthe glass box surrounding the Magna
British and American legal communiCarta. The ancient manuscript was script was saved from being “very se- ties.
not damaged and nobody was injured riously damaged” by a second layer of
Lord Denning described it as “the greatglass, said the Dean of Salisbury.
in the incident.
est constitutional document of all times
Visitors watched in horror as the pro- The Reverand Canon Nicholas – the foundation of the freedom of the
Papadopulos
said
cathedral
employindividual against the arbitrary authortective glass casing around the historic
document in the Chapter House of the ees cornered and restrained the vandal ity of the despot.”
as he tried to leave.

EMYR HONEYBUN [above left] conducted the Gymanfa Ganu
on November 4 during the Welsh Weekend. Russell Roberts
[above right] will again perform the hugely popular Dylan Thomas classic A Child’s Christmas in Wales at the Cambrian
Hall on December 15 and 16.
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BC Highland Games: A 700-year old
Scottish tradition expanding in Coquitlam

C

OQUITLAM, BC – When it comes
to traditions, not many reach back to
the middle ages. In the 11th Century,
King Malcolm III of Scotland gathered the clans together to determine his best runner, sparking an event that continues around the
world today, including Coquitlam.
While greatly modernized, all HighBy MIKE CHISHOLM
land games including the annual
one in Coquitlam remain anchored
by feats of strength and the talent on June 14 and 15, 2019.
of pipers, drummers and dancers. The new Lafarge Lake Park already
hosts two major City of Coquitlam
PHOTO: Courtesy City of Coquitlam
festivals; Canada Day and the Kaleidoscope festival, both of which attract TD COMMUNITY STAGE at Lafarge Lake, the new location for the 2018 B.C. Highland Games
huge crowds to the park with its trees, and Scottish Festival.
meadows, walkways and large main
The park can easily handle the whirl- the beer garden stage, and our whisky Plans call for the Games to continue
stage amphitheatre.
wind of Games competitions and school may be opening for a special to grow; drawing more pipe bands,
pipers, dancers, heavy event athletes
events in June, while also adding a event.
and the best Celtic musicians in B.C.
more authentic feel with shady trees
For
runners,
there
is
the
inaugural
BC
and beyond.
and pathways.
Highland Games Tartan Run, with the
Guests arriving via Skytrain should be finish line at the Games site. A perfect But with this growth also comes a need
able to hear the sound of the pipes ending to the evening as the mid-June for more volunteers to help stage the
Games.
carrying across the lake, guiding you sun sets over Loch Lafarge.
to the Games.
This advertised Friday evening event In particular, the Games committee is
While the park will be completely is expected to draw large crowds to looking for anyone with managerial,
fenced and tickets required on Satur- the park, and calls are now being is- administrative or sponsorship skills,
day, three entry gates will allow easy sued to all Celtic artisans in B.C. to an appreciation for a great culture and
think about attending the Games. The the time to volunteer with a larger oraccess.
number of specialty vendors has been ganizing committee in staging the ScotInside the site, the main TD Commu- steadily growing in the past three tish community’s biggest event of the
nity stage will be home to the Games’ years.
year.
“cultural tent,” with live-presenta•
PHOTO: Courtesy BC Highland Games tions, demonstrations, Gaelic sing- With an expanded program in 2019, To volunteer or learn more, e-mail
THE AWARD-WINNING SFU Pipe Band marching at the annual alongs and plenty of room to move including the additional Friday night, Mike Chisholm the Executive Diabout and learn a bit about the culture and plans to expand to two-days in
B.C. Highland Games.
2020, this may be an ideal opportu- rector of the BC Highland Games
and customs of Scotland.
Scottish
Festival
at:
nity for vendors to get involved early &
Solo piping and drumming competi- in the new location, or to team up for m i k e c h i s h o l m @ b c h i g h l a n d
tions will take place on the south end ideal spots.
games.com.
of the park, near Guildford Avenue,
while Highland dancing will have their
own section of the park, with a beautiful view of the lake as a backdrop.
Now, after 27-years in Percy Perry
Stadium, the BC Highland Games &
Scottish Festival is moving to a new
location across the street, to Lafarge
Lake Park, beside the Skytrain station

An Ode to Autumn

PHOTO: Courtesy BC Highland Games

MEMBERS of the RCMP E. Div. Pipe Band participating in the
annual massed pipe band march at the BC Highland Games.

An open meadow at the top of the
park will be the location for pipe band
By MARIE BRUCE
competitions, stock-dog sheep herdNo, this is not a scholarly interpretaing and most pipe bands.
tion of John Keats famous poem. The
Bill Diamond’s Highland Games older I get – 74 – the more I exult in
Whisky School will be situated on a nature and the turning of the seasons.
small knoll overlooking the park and
the Games, and both Glen Livet and As I write this, I am admiring four
Victoria Caledonia Distillery are ex- bright red trees in all their autumn
glory. Yeats’ poem now stirs me more
pected to be present.
than ever:
Twa Dogs Brewery, who served up
beer and cider at the 2018 Games, is “The trees are in their autumn beauty,
The woodland paths are dry.
also expected back behind the bars.
Under the October twilight
Scottish heavy events will be held on the water mirrors a still sky”
a new field being developed as part of
the overall City of Coquitlam plan for It is now the second week in October
Lafarge Lake, approved by city coun- and autumn is well established.
cil two years ago.
We have been blessed with the most
British cars will be located on one of evocative and wonderful autumn
the in-field parking lots, while Games weather – the kind that calls one outlong-time vendors The British Shop side, to walk, to hike, to bike, and at
and Tartantown will have new, more all times to smell the air and feel the
hint of autumn in the air.
prominent locations.
On the Friday evening before the
Games (14th), plans are to allow free
entry to the Friday Night Celtic Kick
Off. Gates will be open to the public
and no tickets required for this free
event.

HEAVY LIFTING category with an impressive display of athletic
abilities at the B.C. Highland Games.

I went biking in Richmond on Saturday on the wonderful dykes. Someone
e-mailed and told me the snow geese
were there and this I had to see.

I joined the group and we set off on a
nippy morning, well-gloves and layWith the Pacific Northwest’s best pro- ered, but soon we were stripping off.
fessional bagpipers on the main stage I was the first to spot the snow geese
competing in open piobaireachd (pi- grazing and resting on the water’s edge.
brock), the park will be filled with the It really was an eureka moment and I
sound of the pipes.
was thrilled to see them in the hunLive Celtic music will take place on dreds.

They had returned and I had lived another year to see them again.
We biked on and I could hear more
geese overhead. There was also another
movement afoot – nature was stirring
in another direction, and I felt it too.
Time to get ready for winter and put
the garden to rest.
We biked on – the bog had turned russet and the red winged blackbird
thrilled, we all recognize the high
pitched tone.
After Steveston we came to plowed
fields and stubble left from corn stalks.
These fields take me back to Ireland
and my childhood.
I find tilled fields and fresh earth a
beautiful sight and I got off the bike
to admire it and to smell the earth.
I think my companions find me very
strange but I am at the age that I am
allowed to be strange and fanciful.
So my ode to autumn is to heighten
and enjoy – everyday I find something to notice and admire.
This is a new delight for me and quite
unexpected because spring has always
been my favorite season.
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Stamp your Scottish identity online
with a .scot email address
EDINBURGH – It seems like yesterday, but it is
now nine years since a group of us got together to
discuss the idea of acquiring a domain name “for
the worldwide family of Scots.” It is four years since
that dream became a reality.
Our application to the Internet
Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN)
was backed by the Scottish Government and carried letters of
support from Sir Sean Connery,
various businesses, sports and
cultural bodies and Scottish societies around the globe.

By
HARRY
McGRATH

After that, it costs the princely sum
or £1 per month (or Canadian equivalent). The worldwide family of Scots
wants you in it. Give us a shout at
info@dotscot.
•
To learn more, visit online at: https://
dot.scot.

The Scottish Government and Scottish Parliament have .scot as their main
web addresses.

A total of 18,200 websites are now
registered under .scot and 11,700 of
them are active.
The future looks promising too. For
instance, a recent study by Fasthosts
found that 71 per cent of consumers
in Scotland would be more likely to
buy from a firm that used a .scot address.
In short, where some of the new suffixes that came on board when the
Internet was opened up have stalled
or failed, .scot continues to thrive.
However, the original remit was to
provide a website for the worldwide
family of Scots and although .scot is
present in 44 countries – including
Uganda, Iran, Kenya and South Africa
as well as Canada – we are now looking to reach many more users beyond
Scotland.

So with Christmas fast approaching,
why not invest in a .scot email address
for yourself or as a gift for someone
else with a Scottish connection?
At the risk of sounding like a company that fits kitchens, the good news
is that your blether.scot or
canadian.scot email address is entirely
free for the first year.

The .scot domain celebrated its four
year anniversary last month and it is
hard to exaggerate the effect that it has
had.

It’s also being used by various
branches of the National Health Service; to promote Scottish culture, education and sport; for business branding; by newspaper websites and online
media; and by individuals who want
to express their Scottish connection or
simply like having .scot as part of their
Internet identity.

Close
behind
that
is
yourname@european.scot which is
popular with a large number of people
looking to express their dual European
and Scottish identity and reacting to
the threat posed to the former by
Brexit.
Needless to say, we also have high
hopes for yourname@canadian.scot
which should appeal to the five million Scots who live in Canada.

As a penniless not-for-profit, we also
faced the formidable task of finding the
$185,000 (U.S) application fee, but we
put a plan together that got us to the
starting line and found a skilled technical partner to help with the backroom
mechanics of running a registry.

First Minister Nicola Sturgeon said,
“The Scottish Government’s on-line
identity is clearly defined by the .scot
domain and marks us out in a crowded
Internet. We led by example in adopting the domain as our primary web address and it is encouraging to see that
so many thousands continue to follow.”

yourname@blether.scot (as in a good
chat between friends).

NICOLA STURGEON
Scottish First Minister

“The Scottish
Government’s on-line
identity is clearly
defined by the .scot
domain and marks us
out in a crowded
Internet. We led by
example in adopting
the domain as our
primary web address
and it is encouraging
to see that so many
thousands continue
to follow.”
– Nicola Sturgeon

For instance, Scottish politicians and
Our definition of “Scot” is as broad as civil servants have .scot email adwe could make it under the rules that dresses as a result of the Scottish Govprevailed when we made the original ernment and Scottish Parliament
application.
adopting .scot domains as their primary web addresses.
Those eligible for a .scot domain include Scots by birth, descent or affin- That has now changed and our dotscot
ity and we have a team of Global Am- registry can offer emails to folk who
bassadors acting on our behalf. And want a Scottish email but not a website.
now we have a new service to offer to
Even though the word is just beginScots around the globe.
ning to get out – mainly via a recent
For the last four years, .scot emails article in the Times – this is proving to
could only be made available with the be a very popular development.
purchase of a website of the same
The email address of choice to date is
name.

Scots more
likely to buy
from a web firm
that used a .scot
web address
EDINBURGH – In a recent article in
The Times, Gavin McCutcheon, the
managing director of dot.Scot Registry, said the Scottish diaspora wanted
to reflect links to their ancestral home
online.
“About half of our customers are saying they only wanted a Scottish email
address and not a website,” he said.
“The idea is to bring together the family of Scotland around the world. There
are lots of people who love Scotland.
They want a Scottish email address to
celebrate their Scottish connection.”
More than 10,000 users were expected
to buy a .scot email address over the
next 12 months, McCutcheon added.
He also believed a digital Scottish presence helped individuals to convey a
sense of national pride.
One adoptee is Lesley Fuller, cofounder of The Leader, a business advice start-up.
She said she wanted an email address
that reflected the identity of her company, based in Kilcreggan. It has
proved to be a hit with contacts around
the world.
“It has helped us to stand out,” she
said. “I had one gentleman from the
States who was a fan of Scotland and
who said that [our website and email
addresses] were delightful.”
The new service will launch exactly
four years after the .scot domain name
was brought in to coincide with the
2014 independence referendum.
Wales, London, Berlin and New York
also have their own domain names.
A total of 18,200 websites are now
registered under .scot, of which 11,700
are active. They include the Scottish
government, local authorities and
Scouts Scotland.
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EILIS COURTNEY, President of the Irish Women’s Network of
BC with Jim Kelly, the Ambassador of Ireland to Canada, and
Steve Edge, Founder and Executive Director of the Rogue Folk
Club in Vancouver.

RONAN Spillane and Tom
O’Sullivan at the reception
hosted by the Ireland Canada
Chamber of Commerce.

JIM KELLY, the Irsh Ambassador to Canada, with Orla Ní Bhroithe
and Frank Flood at the reception hosted by the Ireland Canada
Chamber of Commerce Vancouver Branch following the official
launch of the new Vancouver Consulate General of Ireland.

ACTOR Courtney Hughes with Áine Coady of the Vancouver
Irish Film Festival, Frank Flood, and Siobhan Doran. For more
details on the Vancouver Irish Film Festival upcoming this December, visit online at: www.viff.org.

IRISH JOURNALIST Meadhbh
Monahan with Cathy Murphy of
the Irish Canadian Immigration
Centre.

MEMBERS of the Ireland Canada Monument Committee [front
row] Teresa McDonnell, Claire Fox, Brendan Flynn, and David
O’Sullivan, with [back row] newly elected Vancouver Park Board
Commissioners Tricia Barker and John Coupar.

ORLA Ní Bhroithe with Brian and Deirdre O’Ruairc of the Irish SIOBHAN Young of BC Bia with DAVID O’SULLIVAN, owner of PW Trenchless with Harry
Club of White Rock. They were guests at the Irish community Kristel Aquino of the Irish Con- Cussen, Executive Director of the Vancouver Celtic Festival at
breakfast gathering on the morning of Tuesday, October 30.
sulate at the ICCC reception. the Ireland Canada Chamber reception.

JIM KELLY chatting with Ruairi Spillane, founder of the information website Moving2Canada and the new Moving2Ireland which
shares information on immigration, finding employment, accommodation and more.

PATRICIA RYAN of the Irish
University Graduates Association with young entrepreneur
Annabelle King.

TAIGH EGAN, former president of the Vancouver Irish and Sporting Club, with Jim Kelly at the Irish community breakfast gathering at Mahony & Sons Burrard Landing on the morning of
Tuesday, October 30.
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A huge warm welcome extended to Frank Flood,
Ireland’s new Irish Consul General in Vancouver
“It’s a troubled world out there,
so the more we engage with each other
and support each other, the better it is.”
– Frank Flood
ANCOUVER – It’s been almost 80 years
since the first Irish diplomatic mission
opened in Ottawa, now thanks to a huge
influx of young Irish migrants a second new
mission has opened this month on Canada’s west
coast.

V

Since first opening, the Irish
Embassy in Ottawa has been
responsible for an area crossing six different time zones,
ranging coast-to-coast from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and
covering some 9.98 million
square kilometres or 3.85 million square miles.
A vast territory and so for the past 20
years a number of Honorary Irish Consuls have helped provide local support
across the country.
In recent years thousands of young
Irish migrants have arrived in western
Canada thanks to the International
Experience Canada (IEC) two-year
work permit, and the numbers have
grown substantially each year since the
recession hit Ireland in 2008.
Last October, Simon Coveney, Ireland’s Minister of Foreign Affairs announced plans for the new Irish Consulate in Vancouver saying, “The opening of a Consulate in Vancouver in
western Canada reflects the strength
of the Ireland-Canada relationship, the
growing economic importance of that
region and also the fact that there is a
large Irish community now living there.
“This will strengthen our hand when
helping Irish business to take full advantage of the opportunities offered
by the EU-Canada Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement, with
the Consulate serving as a gateway for
Irish business to western Canada.”
Another concern on everyone’s mind
is the possibility of chaos related to
Brexit next March due to Britain’s departure from the European Union without an exit agreement. This cliff-edge
scenario could have wide-ranging catastrophic results and has spurred a
wider outreach for Irish trade relations.
In September the new Irish Consul
General Frank Flood and his wife Orla
Ní Bhroithe arrived in Vancouver and
immediately set about working to open
the new Consulate on Monday, October 29.
Prior to the official opening, Frank
Flood met with The Celtic Connection
to discuss his background and plans
for the new Irish diplomatic presence
in British Columbia.
He explained as his last posting as
Ambassador to Estonia drew to a close
after four years, he and Orla made a
decision which led to their posting in
Vancouver.

OFFICIAL opening of new Vancouver Consulate General of Ireland – (L-R) Luke Hanlon, Deputy
Consul General; Kristel Aquino, Assistant to the Consul General; Frank Flood, Irish Consul
General; Siobhan Doran, Embassy of Ottawa; Jim Kelly, Irish Ambassador to Canada; Katherine
Kiss, Communication Vancouver Irish Consulate General.

By MAURA
DE FREITAS

Flood defines services, particularly in
the Vancouver area, as non-tangible
goods such as the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.
As an example, one of the new Irish
Consul’s first functions here was in
support of the Vancouver Irish Film
Festival organized by Áine Coady and LOCATED in the World Trade
he emphasizes the importance of the
Centre at Canada Place, the
film industry in relation to Ireland.

“This time last year, myself and Orla
sat down to decide would we apply
for a new posting or would we go
home. There were 24 options, so we
divided them up and decided where we
would like to go. After ranking them in Uniquely, British Columbia has a film
co-operation development project with
order, Vancouver was number one.
Ireland which only started this year
“We were fortunate enough to get our and according to Creative BC they are
first choice and we’re delighted to be aiming to have four film projects as a
here. It’s very rare to get your first result of this undertaking.
choice, so it’s a great honour and a great
privilege and we’re really looking for- A Film and Media Trade Mission is
also planned from Canada to Ireland
ward to it.”
and the UK in November this year,
In addition to a strong focus on busi- and they hope to have more repreness and trade, the new Consul will be sentatives from British Columbia this
promoting Irish interests and reaching year.
out to the local Irish community to
establish much closer links with home. “Already things are happening,” said
Flood, “and the job of the Consulate
Flood explained the decision saying, is basically to work with Ireland’s
“Vancouver has such a young, strong semi-state agencies, open doors to raise
and vibrant Irish community and it was awareness of the potential and, of
building up over the decades, so it was course, to raise the Irish flag.”
long due. There was a recognition for
some time that, given the size of the One particularly interesting project
Irish population in Vancouver and planned by the new Irish Consulate is
western Canada, we really needed a a two-sided major mapping study as a
bench-marking process.
consulate.
“We opened up the Irish diplomatic Flood explained, “On the Irish commission in Ottawa in 1939 and since munity side we will basically try to
then we have relied on the good of- work out exactly where the Irish comfices and services of an Honorary Irish munities are in British Columbia; what
Consul network but, at the end of the is their age profile, what are they enday, given the importance of Vancou- gaged in, and what are their issues,
ver from a trade perspective, given the what brought them here, what are they
size of the Irish population, it was felt doing.
that it was one of the obvious places “On the historical side, which is just
to open up a new mission.”
as important, if not more important:
Of course, the new trade agreement what is the history of the Irish combetween Canada and the EU member munity in British Columbia, what
states was also an incentive as it has brought them here, where are they now,
also opened doors for the movement and how can we best support them.”
of goods and services between Ireland The Consulate is also aware of the
and Canada.
changing dynamic within the Irish
“CETA facilitates trade and now we community, with so many new arrivhave no particular obstacles to trade – als in the Vancouver area, Flood said it
CETA reduces or eliminates most of is also important to determine the needs
the trade barriers, especially on the of the younger generation.
services side,” said Flood.
He said the role of the Irish commu“I have learned that the economy of nity in the area is vital to the success
Vancouver is 70 per cent in the serv- of the mission and as such outreach
ices sector, so it certainly opens up with all the various local Irish groups
the whole potential of Vancouver and and organizations is particularly imthe area for doing business in Ireland.” portant.

Reflecting on the benefits of trade, academic and cultural exchanges, Flood
said, “it’s a troubled world out there,
so the more we engage with each other
and support each other, the better it
is.”
Since arriving in Vancouver, the new
Consul has been busy making connections and reaching out to business and
community groups along with setting
up the new offices.

Consulate General of Ireland is
temporarily sharing space with
the Consulate General of the “We open thup to the public on MonFederal Republic of Germany. day, the 29 of October,” he said. “We

are in temporary accommodation with
the German Consulate in the World
In addition to the community side of Trade Centre at Canada Place and we
the study, the Consulate will be work- will have two Irish officials and two
ing closely with the new Vancouver local staff.
Chapter of the Ireland-Canada Cham“Basically, we will have the same staff
ber of Commerce. The ICCCVan has
complement as they have in Boston,
agreed to undertake a mapping study
or Chicago, or San Francisco, and we
in the area of trade.
have responsibility for British ColumFlood said he is very aware of an ear- bia in supporting the Irish community,
lier chapter of the Ireland-Canada promoting trade, and diplomatic relaChamber of Commerce saying, “there tions in co-ordination with the Emare longer-term residents in the com- bassy in Ottawa.”
munity who have been involved in variHe is very keen to make contact with
ous activities through the years and
all the local Irish groups and organizawe would certainly value their contritions and anyone in need of consular
bution.”
assistance is encouraged to reach out
The proposed new trade directory will to the Consulate.
outline which businesses are interested
Flood said his aim is to promote the
and which ones are currently doing
best Ireland has to offer, and one of
business with Ireland. Similar projects
the highlights of annual celebration and
by the Department of Foreign Affairs
culture is Ireland’s National Day – St.
have already been done in a number of
Patrick’s Day.
countries to great success.
He is looking forward to Sunday,
There are six sectors which have been
March 17 with the aim of presenting a
identified of interest by Irish semi-state
family-friendly St. Patrick’s Day soagencies such as IDA Ireland (Induscial event for the whole community. A
trial Development Authority), Tourrich showcase of fun celebrating Irish
ism Ireland, Bord Bia (Food Board),
culture featuring Gaelic football, Irish
Geoscience Ireland, Science Foundadance, music, and a bit of céili....in other
tion Ireland, and Enterprise Ireland. All
words, something for all ages.
of these agencies are interested in do•
ing business in Vancouver.
The primary areas of interest include:
tourism, mining, food and beverage,
information and communications technology, film and media, and finally,
academia, which includes research and
education.
So many members of the new ICCC
are very involved in many of these industries and Flood said, “My sense
speaking to the new Chamber of Commerce they are young Irish, capable,
highly-educated and very impressive
individuals.”

The new Irish Consulate in Vancouver
is located at 704 – World Trade Center,
999 Canada Place, Vancouver B.C.
V6C 3E1. The Consulate General is
currently only open to the public by
appointment. The following services
are available: Consular assistance,
emergency travel certificates, authentication of documents. For enquiries,
call (604) 696-3263, or online at:
www.dfa.ie/vancouver. Follow on
Twitter @IrlinVancouver.

[More photos on page 16]
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NEW CONSULATE GENERAL OF IRELAND VANCOUVER PHOTO ROUND UP

PHOTOGRAPHER
Mark
Montgomery and Katherine
Kiss at the ICCC reception.

GERTIE O’SHEA and Lar Quigley with Joshua Ludgate at the
Ireland Canada Chamber of Commerce reception at Opus. Lar
Quigley is President of the Vancouver Chapter ICCC. To become a member or learn more, see: https://icccvan.ca.

REPRESENTATIVES of the various groups at the breakfast gathering were given an opportunity to share information about their
organization. Pictured above, Patricia Ryan of the Irish University Graduates speaks about their upcoming plans.

ROSIE CARVER and Michael
Viens of the popular local
Celtic folk band Blackthorn.

THE inaugural breakfast meeting at Mahony & Sons Burrard
Landing on the morning of Tuesday, October 30, was hosted by
the Irish Consulate General of Vancouver to mark the official
opening of the new diplomatic mission in Canada. Guests were
very enthusiastic and warmly welcomed the new Irish Consul.

GERARD Mahony was the gracious host at Mahony & Sons
Burrard Landing. He is pictured
above with Hilary Lust, senior
manager at Mahony’s.

CATHY MURPHY of the Irish Canadian Immigration Centre in
Toronto was a special guest at the event. She spoke at the
community breakfast outlining the cross-Canada services provided at I/Can. For more information, visit: http://
www.irishcanadianimmigrationcentre.org.

Siobhan Young: A young entrepreneur working
to build her Irish import business BC Bia
VANCOUVER – Tipperary-born, Siobhan Young,
is among the wave of bright, young Irish who have
arrived recently in Vancouver. She joined family and
friends here when she immigrated in 2016.
An energetic and dynamic young
woman, Siobhan came to Canada with
the entrepreneurial dream of starting
her own Irish import business... and
she has done just that.

By CATHOLINE BUTLER

“The first year was
just a major learning
curve for me”

Her company specializes in favourite
treats from home such as Tayto crisps,
Club Orange, Rock Shandy, Cidona
drinks and Barrys Tea, with plans to
She said, “the first year was just a
add many other favourites soon.
major learning curve for me. I went in
Siobhan recently spoke to The Celtic hell for leather but didn’t really realize
Connection about her new venture, ex- all that it would take and demand from
plaining the name of her business BC me, financially it was a lot and the
Bia – Bia is the Irish word for food.
hours were so much.”
Starting a new business is a huge com- The effort also required a crash course
mitment, requiring a lot of time, en- on import laws and regulations while
ergy and resources, and it can be par- learning about freight companies and
ticularly daunting for someone new to customs.
the country with all the rules and regu“I had to learn all that,” she said, “and
lations.
because of the time differences from
Siobhan said, “I’m very lucky to have B.C. and Ireland, sometimes I would
family here, and my partner Nick is a be up until two and three in the mornCanadian with his own business, so ing trying to reach the companies I
all of that has been really helpful.”
needed to contact in Ireland.
What she didn’t anticipate however “The other concern was when freight
was just how challenging it would be didn’t turn up, or customs had it held.
to get the company going and how hard There were a lot of bumps in the road
the first year would be.
starting off. Things have got a lot easier

now, but I would say it’s also because tacted my friend in Australia as to how
I could go about setting up my own
it’s more organized now.
business. He helped me a lot with ad“Sometimes something so small could vice and contacts.”
take months to get ironed out, and a
In a very short time, Siobhan has belot of red tape to work through.”
come known as the Irish Tayto girl,
Like many new entrepreneurs starting supplying pubs and community
out, Siobhan needed a second job to events with the special potato crisps
help pay the bills while building up that are a favourite in Ireland.
her business.
Speaking about future business plans,
She started work at the Shamrock Al- Siobhan said, “at the present time my
ley Irish bar in English Bay at night focus is mostly in selling products to
and worked at BC Bia during the day, the Irish bars and some shops as well.
and she still works two days a week in
“I have 30 regular customers and about
the bar.
15 seasonal, where it would be for spe“I enjoy working in the bar, it’s a fun cial events in the community.”
environment with cash in hand. I do it
for fun now, but when I was starting it She plans to add other products and
was to save and invest money back eventually branch out to other Canadian cities but wants to make sure
into the business.”
things are well established in VancouBefore moving to Vancouver Siobhan ver before doing that.
lived in Australia for 10 years where a
friend of hers imported Irish prod- “A number of pubs have been asking
ucts to satisfy the needs of the many me for the Ballymaloe relish and the
Irish who had emigrated there. That Club drinks and snack bars, because at
was when the idea was born to start a home that’s what you would have in
the bars there.
similar company in Canada.
Siobhan said, “when I was living in
Australia there was such an influx of
Irish moving there. There was a real
need for Irish products, but now I see
Canada is the new Australia with all
the Irish moving here.

“So, that’s what I would like to import next. Also the Butlers chocolates,
the more premium chocolates for the
supermarkets.”

SIOBHAN YOUNG
Tayto crisps everywhere and the demand for it.
“I love the community spirit in really
being able to help the Irish community over here, and that’s really very
important for BC Bia.”
BC Bia is still growing and Siobhan
says, “everything that comes out of
the business goes back in, so I’m not
pulling massive amounts of money out
of it yet. Hopefully in another couple
of years....but right now it’s time to
grow the business.”
•

Speaking about the relief and satisfaction she feels now that her business is To learn more about BC Bia or place
“When I couldn’t find any Tayto up and running, Siobhan said, “I get an an order, call (604) 500-8602, or visit:
crisps in any of the shops here, I con- overwhelming feeling when I see my www.bcbiasnacks.com.
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Hemochromatosis: Exhaustion and a
host of symptoms no one could explain
By CECI SNOW

When I was in my early fifties I
began to experience severe exhaustion and a host of other
symptoms that no one could
explain.
I felt like I had a case of mononucleosis and just wanted to go to
bed and stay there. Since I’m normally the “energizer bunny” type
of person, this was most unusual!
Eventually I went to my doctor and
she suspected that I might be iron deficient. She sent me for a series of blood
tests and called me back in when the
results were received.
She said she was very surprised to see
that, rather than being iron deficient, I
did, in fact, have an iron overload.
My initial levels were in the 700s (ng/
mL).
She explained that she thought I had
hemochromatosis and told me about
it.
We agreed to have another blood sample tested for the mutated gene. Sure
enough, that test confirmed her diagnosis.
She explained that, as a woman, I had
self-regulated my iron levels through
menstruation.
However, at age 42, due to cervical
cancer, I had a hysterectomy so that
method of self- regulation had stopped
and the iron had been building up ever
since.
I was referred to a hematologist in the
nearby city of Saint John, New Brunswick. Dr. Dornan was familiar with the

When I saw the needle the nurse was
going to use, my first thought was “it’s
a syphon hose.” However, it wasn’t
bad – just stung a little going in.
For a long time that was the extent of
the discomfort. I do find, now, that it
seems to hurt more.
I’ve had so many phlebotomies that
the lovely fat vein in my left arm, that
the nurses prefer to use, has developed
significant scarring making it difficult
to get the needle in.
We’re working on that. But, it’s better
than developing complications or dying unnecessarily prematurely!
I have a son and as soon as I was diagnosed I asked that he, his wife (who is
of Norwegian descent) and their two
condition and recommended prompt children get tested. David is a carrier,
treatment to prevent any further or- but his wife is not (thank goodness)
gan damage.
so the kids are fine.
The only available treatment was phle- My birth mother passed away rebotomy. I thought that blood-letting cently. When I was diagnosed I asked
went out in the Middle Ages so imag- her if other family members had
ine my shock when that was what was hemochromatosis.
recommended to me.
She said that several cousins had been
I dreaded the thought of having to drive diagnosed, but none of my other nine
into the city (almost an hour away) siblings had it. Interesting. Of course,
regularly for treatment, but then I as the eldest, and the one given up for
found out that it was available at our adoption, I had a different father than
small local hospital through the IV Day my half-sisters and brothers.
Clinic.
I was the lucky one for whom both
Armed with the physician’s letter I biological parents were carriers, I
made an appointment for my first guess. I don’t know who my biologitreatment.
cal father was so I am not able to conInitially I had to go every week to get tact that family. I do know that his
background is French and my mothmy iron levels down.
er’s family originally came from Wales.
At a certain point the phlebotomies
were spread out to every two weeks, My on-going treatment is monitored
then once a month and eventually once by both my family doctor and the speevery three months – a schedule I’ve cialist, although he is near retirement
maintained ever since for over 15 years. and a replacement hasn’t been named
yet.
I gather information from the Canadian Hemochromatosis Society, other
volunteers and reputable patient
groups and pass it on to my GP to
keep him up to date as much as possible.
Just in my neighbourhood alone there
are three people on my street with
Hemochromatosis, myself and a man
and his son across the street.
Both my husband and I can tell when
it’s time for a phlebotomy, I start getting very tired and that increases regularly leading up to a treatment.
Once a treatment is done, within about
48 hours I start to feel much better
and more energetic.
That lasts about two months and then
the cycle of exhaustion begins again.
We try to maintain my levels between
50-100 ng/mL on-going.
Although I am now in my late sixties I
am still very active. I am a professional
writer/photographer and not willing to
put down my creative tools yet, if ever.
I have had to adapt my schedule and
commitments to my condition, since
the exhaustion is also exacerbated a bit
by my age. But, life goes on, and so do
I.
•
[The Canadian Hemochromatosis Society’s mission is to strengthen the
well-being of Canadians affected by
iron overload through its programs
designed to foster awareness and
early detection of hemochromatosis.
You can support this mission with a
donation to the Canadian
Hemochromatosis Society, 285 – 7000
Minoru Blvd., Richmond, BC V6Y 3Z5.
More information can be found at
www.toomuchiron.ca/celtic.]
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IRISH CLUB OF WHITE ROCK

New Irish Consul Frank Flood
and his wife Orla a welcome surprise
at the children’s Halloween party
By DEIRDRE O’RUAIRC
Greetings from the Irish Club of
White Rock, the fall colours are
magnificent here with some great
parks and trails to walk and hike,
so hope you come out for a visit
here soon....let us know you’re
coming we’ll plan a visit with you.
HALLOWEEN 2018 – Sharon Woods, Orla Ní Bhroíthe, Brian The Irish Club is off to a great start
O’Ruairc and Frank Flood, with the “famous Tipperary Hurley this season with our annual children’s
Halloween party.
player” (Sinead Ryan).
It was a great success with a full house
and many young new families joined
THE IRISH CLUB OF WHITE ROCK executive – Sinead, Mary,
us this year.

Colleen, Deirdre, Charlotte, Sharon, Dolores and James.

MEMBERS of the Irish Club of White Rock with Frank Flood
and his wife Orla at the 2018 Halloween gathering.

The children were entertained with lots
of the old Irish Halloween games and Rock with music by Pat Chessell and
children’s games and there were deli- Band at 8 PM on Saturday November
cious treats and goody bags for all. A 24.
big thank you to Sharon Woods and
The Irish Club of White Rock’s anher executive.
nual Christmas party will be held at
We had a special visit from “a famous Cosmos restaurant on Marine Drive
Tipperary hurley player” (played by in White Rock on Friday, December 7
Sinead Ryan), and the children were at 6 PM.
very impressed.
Seating is very limited for this event
There was also a surprise visit from so anyone wishing to attend is encourVancouver’s new Consul General of aged to make a reservation as soon as
Ireland, Frank Flood, and his wife Orla possible. Call Sharon (604) 338-3553
Ní Bhroíthe.
or Deirdre (604) 803-0773 before NoTwo more events planned for the year vember 30.
include a pub night at Sawbucks Pub The St. Patrick’s Day annual dinner
at152nd Street and 16th Avenue in White dance is planned for Saturday, March

IN FOND MEMORY
OF JOHNNY MCCAFFREY
VANCOUVER – Many long-time
members of both the Scottish and
Irish communities in Vancouver will
remember with great fondness the
late Johnny McCaffrey who passed
last month.
Johnny was a fine musician and one of
the great stalwarts of the local community. He was always ready with his
button accordion to entertain at any
event and often provided the music
for the local Irish dance schools.
His ready smile and warm personality
was always a welcome addition at
every local ceilidh and hooley.
His daughter Moira McDonald recalls
her father’s involvement in the Celtic
cultural communities and his love of
music.
“I am very blessed to have been raised
in a home filled with music. Dad was
always practicing. He didn’t read a
note of music and I was so amazed
how he managed to keep such a huge
repertoire of tunes in his head.

JOHNNY McCAFFREY was a
familiar face at many Irish and
Scottish events over the years.
He will be remembered with
“As I grew, my parents, as was often great fondness by his many
the case in those days, would take us friends and loved ones.
“When I was a toddler, I remember
the house being full of entertainers and
I would drag my little rocking chair
into the living room to listen.

with them to their friends’ homes
where the basements were a continu- won several trophies. I think one of
ous stream of songs and instrumental his favourite awards was ‘Mr. Showmanship’.”
party pieces.”
Moira recalls her father also enjoyed She recalls, “Dad was such an integral
participating in many local festivals part of the Irish scene. He was involved
and competitions, “Dad also com- with the Emerald players and Stage
peted in many accordion festivals in Eireann, and often was the accompaKimberly and Leavenworth where he niment for Vi Moore’s Irish dancers.

“During Dad’s early days in Vancouver, he performed with Ian and Betty
Cowisan and Tommy Gilligan.

16, 2019 at the Hazelemere Golf and
Tennis Club with a full buffet, entertainment, and music.
Tickets are $60 each and always sell
out very early. More details to follow
soon.
The Irish Club of White Rock would
like to extend a very warm welcome to
all the new families in the area and anyone else who would like to come out
and join any of the upcoming events.
For more news on the Irish Club, follow on Facebook at Irish Club of White
Rock, or call Sharon Woods at (604)
338-3553, or Deirdre O’Ruairc at
(604) 803-0773.

Daniel ‘Danny’ Hughes
August 12, 1933 ~ September 28, 2018

DANIEL (‘Danny’) Patrick
Hughes passed away on Saturday, September 28, 2018 at
Royal Inland Hospital in
Kamloops at the age of 85
years.

“There were many New Year’s Eves
at the Scottish Auditorium too. I also
remember being at the early Irish club
on Prior Street and seeing Dad and
Mickey Madden perform at the Blarney Stone (liquor laws were a wee bit
more accepting of families in those Danny is survived by his children
days).
“Being taken to all these places by my
parents was a gift because I got to
know their friends and boy, did Dad
have a great number of wonderful
friends!

Kevin Hughes, Sean (Peggy)
Hughes, Ann Adamski, Carmel
(Mike) Antoine, his grandchildren
Amanda Murrell-Hughes, Daniel
Adamski, Shyanne Antoine, and
DANNY HUGHES was a great
Tyler Antoine.

supporter of The Celtic Con-

Danny was born August 12, 1933 and nection and enjoyed reading
“I am so thankful to the many of them
grew up on the family farm in Newry, each issue cover to cover. He
who have reached out in recent weeks
County Down, Northern Ireland.
is remembered with affection by
with their condolences.
He moved to Toronto when he was all his friends at the newspa“A common theme I keep hearing is
18-years-old and worked in the North- per.
my Dad always livened up the room
west Territories until he was 21.
with his personality, his fantastic smile
ley Copper for the next 30 years.
and of course his wonderful music!
He then moved back to Ireland for Danny was a true Irish Catholic in the
some time before returning to Canada community all his years.
“I know we will all miss him so very
at the age of 25 to work for the city of
much.”
Toronto. He married Myra Hume on He enjoyed golfing, gardening, spending time with his family, especially his
Johnny is predeceased by Janet, his October 18, 1958.
grandkids, watching soccer, socializwife of 50 years, and lovingly rememWhile travelling to Australia Danny ing at the Ashcroft Royal Canadian
bered by his son Mike, daughter Moira
stopped in New Zealand where he was Legion and attending their meat draws.
(Murray), grandchildren Siobhan and
a welder.
Angus, sister Kay and sister-in-law
Danny was well known for his kindMarilyn.
His son Kevin was born there before ness to others in their greatest times
the family travelled to Australia and of need.
He was born in 1930 and spent his
lived there for a year.
working career in the automotive inHe is predeceased by his wife of 50
dustry first in Northern Ireland, then They travelled to England next where years Myra Hughes, and his sister
Winnipeg and Vancouver.
Sean was born, back to Ireland where Marie Anderson.
Ann was born, and then travelled to
A celebration of Johnny’s life will be
A Memorial Mass was held at St.
Vancouver where Carmel was born.
held at 1 PM on November 17, 2018
Gerard’s Catholic Church in Ashcroft
at the Royal Canadian Legion, 123 The family moved to Ashcroft in 1970 on Saturday, October 13. Online conWest 15th Street, North Vancouver.
where Danny worked at Highland Val- dolences may be made at www.tvfh.ca.
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EILIS COURTNEY, president of the Irish Women’s Network, with Aideen Clery, Tara Burke, Mary
Hatch, Orla Ní Bhroíthe, Frank Flood, Jackie Parsonage, Ita Kane-Wilson, Geraldine Megannety,
Leanne Ardley, and Patricia Jarvis.

IWN celebrates 20th anniversary
with luncheon and slideshow
VANCOUVER – On Sunday November 4, the
Irish Women’s Network of B.C. (IWN) celebrated their 20th anniversary by holding a lunch
at the Vancouver Alpen Club.

new Consul General of Ireland in Vancouver, Frank
Flood and his wife Orla Ní Bhroíthe.
Since 1998, the IWN has been connecting women of Irish
descent in B.C., while also supporting the Irish community by coordinating fundraising events, connecting the
community through websites and social media, and running seminars for Irish newcomers.

Entertained by musicians Ita Kane-Wilson, Denise
Dalton and Sal Gallagher as well as with slideshows
of photos from the past 20 years, guests enjoyed a For more information about the IWN and upcoming events,
lovely lunch and had the opportunity to meet the e-mail: irishwomensnetwork@gmail.com, or visit online at:
www.irishwomenbc.net.

Jimmy McVeigh: Iconic Toronto Irish
publican recognized at award ceremony
TORONTO – Jimmy McVeigh
is a legend in the Toronto Irish
pub scene. After immigrating to
Canada in 1956, he founded the
iconic New Windsor Tavern in
1962 (now McVeigh’s Irish
Pub), which was the “Irish Centre” in downtown Toronto for
decades.
He will be presented with the Rita
Adams’ Saoirse na hÉireann Award
by Sinn Fein leader Mary Lou
McDonald TD at the Friends of
Sinn Fein’s annual dinner at the
Chelsea Hotel on Saturday, November 10.
Jimmy has helped countless new arrivals find their footing in the city and
always lent a hand to those in need
from the community.

JIMMY MCVEIGH is a legend in the Toronto Irish pub scene.
After immigrating to Canada in 1956, he founded the iconic New
Windsor Tavern in 1962 (now McVeigh’s Irish Pub), which was
the “Irish Centre” in downtown Toronto for decades.

Throughout it all he was a proud Irish
republican in a city that was not always so hospitable to supporters of
the cause. Jimmy McVeigh is a welldeserved recipient of the award.
The Rita Adams’ Saoirse na hÉireann
Award is presented each year to a deserving person in recognition of service to the Irish Republican cause in
Canada.

The award is named after the late Rita
Adams, a long time Irish republican,
feminist, and socialist activist in
Canada.

Previous recipients of the award are:
Pat Rooney, Toronto; Alex O’Donnell,
Calgary; Jacinta O’Hanlon, Toronto;
Larry Bradley, Ottawa.
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Garda whistleblower
Maurice McCabe to retire
nity to negatively brief journalists
against McCabe.

DUBLIN
–
Garda
whistleblower Sergeant
Maurice McCabe is to retire
from An Garda Síochána (Irish
police) after 30 years.

He also claimed that then Deputy
Commissioner Nóirín O’Sullivan had
acquiesced to the smear campaign.
The tribunal found that Callinan had
slandered McCabe by telling a politician, a broadcaster and the Comptroller & Auditor General that the officer
was being investigated for sex offences.

Sargeant McCabe came to public attention after he exposed abuses of the
penalty points system within the
force.

However, it found no evidence that
O’Sullivan and other senior gardaí were
involved in the slur and it rejected much
of Taylor’s evidence.

The Disclosures Tribunal was set up
in 2017 to examine whether there was
a smear campaign against him within
the gardaí. The report, published in
October, praised McCabe.
Child sex abuse allegations against
McCabe were completely untrue, and GARDA MAURICE MCCABE
the tribunal found that the
whistleblower remains an officer of
Taylor was appointed head of the
IRISH TRAVELLERS in 1954 – Irish Travellers (Irish: an lucht exemplary character.
Garda press office in July 2012 and
siúil, meaning ‘the walking people’) are a traditionally itinerant It found there was “a campaign of cal- worked there until May 2014.
ethnic group who maintain a set of traditions. Although predomi- umny” against him by former Garda
nantly English-speaking, some also use Shelta and other simi- Commissioner Martin Callinan, aided He would later allege that Commisby garda press officer Superintendent sioner Callinan wanted to ruin
lar cants.
McCabe’s reputation in order to unDavid Taylor.
dermine his attempts to expose corTaylor has been suspended after The ruption in the force.
Disclosures Tribunal gave a scathing
assessment of his credibility as a wit- McCabe came to public attention after he claimed that senior officers had
ness, saying he had lied repeatedly.
inappropriately wiped the penalty
The interim findings about how the points from the driving licences of offalse rumours were spread has seri- ten well-connected offenders.
ously damaged the reputations of
Taylor and his former boss, Martin Taylor claimed to the tribunal that he
was instructed to use every opportuthe
curriculum
in
relation
to
Traveller
Callinan.
DUBLIN – The history and culture
of the Irish Traveller community is history and culture, he wants the
to take its place on the Irish school NCCA to consider how the curriculum in this area is delivered.

History of Irish Traveller
community to be added
to school curriculum

curriculum.

So he has asked the NCCA audit to
identify examples of good practice in
schools, with a view to providing these
as general exemplars, as well as exploring what additional supports may be
The landmark move comes in the wake required to ensure effective implemenof the 2017 decision to recognize the tation.
ethnicity of the Traveller community. The NCCA review will also look at
That was followed by the introduc- the continuing professional develoption to the Seanad in July of a bill aimed ment opportunities for teachers in this
at giving legal underpinning to Travel- area.
ler culture and history in the curricu- Speaking at the annual conference of
lum. It was sponsored by independ- Education and Training Boards Ireland
ent senator Colette Kelleher.
(ETBI), the minister said the governBruton has asked the National Coun- ment’s decision to recognize the ethcil for Curriculum and Assessment nicity of the Traveller community was
(NCCA) to examine how the educa- a milestone and that education had a
tion system is dealing with the issue, significant role to play in delivering
and to come up with recommenda- the vision underpinning that decision.
tions.
He referred to “stubbornly low” TravThere are NCCA guidelines on inter- eller retention rates in education. “That
cultural education in primary and post- must change. I want more children from
primary schools, but they date back the traveller community to progress
more than a decade, and are general in in education at all levels” he said.
focus.
Bruton noted that as part of the NaThe minister wants the NCCA to in- tional Traveller and Roma Inclusion
clude an audit of the place of Traveller Strategy, the Department of Education
culture and history in the existing cur- would be partners in a two year
riculum, from early childhood to Leav- TUSLA-led pilot project to target ating Certificate, and to see how it can tendance, participation and school
be incorporated into existing subjects. completion in specific traveller and
Roma communities regionally, starting
As well as considering the content of early in 2019.
Education Minister Richard Bruton
has asked the State curriculum advisory body to come up with recommendations about how it should be done.

TRAVELLER rights groups have long pushed for ethnic status from the Irish Government, finally succeeding in 2017. A
protest group pictured in May 2013 demanded status.

McCabe told RTÉ News that the
smear findings were “astonishing” and
“hard to take.”
The report concluded that McCabe
was a genuine person who operated in
what he believed was the national interest.
Judge Charleton’s report said McCabe
had done the state a considerable service by bringing policing problems to
the attention of the public, and that he
remained an officer of exemplary character.
McCabe met Assistant Garda Commissioner Fintan Fanning to officially
hand in his retirement notice. His application has now been accepted by
Garda Commissioner Drew Harris. He
has been on leave from the force since
May 2016.

Trump officially nominates
new U.S. Ambassador to Ireland
DUBLIN – President Donald
J. Trump has officially announced his intent to appoint
Edward F. Crawford of Ohio,
as the U.S. Ambassador to Ireland.
Crawford’s appointment follows an
almost two-year vacancy in the
post after Kevin O’Malley stepped
down in January 2017.
The businessman is a significant Republican Party financial donor and has
been an ardent supporter of Trump
since he put his name forward for the
2016 U.S. presidential race.
He has been long tipped to be ap- EDWARD F. Crawford’s family hail from Ireland and he is heavpointed to the position.
Like his predecessor, Crawford’s roots
are steeped in Irish heritage and he is
very active among the Irish American
community in the United States.

ily involved in the Irish American community. He helped establish the Irish Cultural Garden in Cleveland and was the first nonMayo person to be named person of the year by the Mayo Association, which has a powerful presence in the Irish community in Cleveland.

His two grandparents were born in
Cork but emigrated to America in
search of work and a better life. His
grandmother was a McCarthy from
Newmarket and his grandfather was a
Healy.
In 1948, Crawford’s father, who
worked as an electrician, and mother,
along with his two brothers set out for
the west coast of America to make
California their home.
EMBASSY of the United
However, their truck broke down in States in Dublin.
Ohio and, after spending some time in
the state, they decided to settle in He helped establish the Irish Cultural
Garden in Cleveland and was the first
Cleveland.
non-Mayo person to be named perAlong with his successful business son of the year by the Mayo Associacareer, Crawford has also dedicated his tion, which has a powerful presence
time to civic and political life.
in the Irish community in Cleveland.

Since Trump’s election in November
2016, the position of U.S. Ambassador to Ireland has not been filled.
Trump’s previous nominee for the
position was Brian Burns, an Irish
American lawyer, and philanthropist
based in Florida. Burns (81), withdrew
his name from the running in June
2017.
Previous U.S. ambassadorial appointments to Ireland took up to four
months to be finalized – and the process around appointing Crawford could
stretch into the new year.
The Irish Government is anxious to
have the ambassador in place as soon
as possible so as to improve relations
between Ireland and the U.S.
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Tuam Mother and Baby Home
Site to be excavated
DUBLIN – Ireland’s Minister
for Children Katherine Zappone
has announced that the unidentified remains of almost 800 children estimated buried in a mass
grave by the Catholic Church at
a Mother and Baby Home will
be exhumed.
AER LINGUS aircraft parked at Dublin Airport.

Aer Lingus is eyeing up
Vancouver for a new
transatlantic route
DUBLIN – Aer Lingus has further ambitions to grow its Irish
services to Canada – with Vancouver high on the hit list.
Chief executive Stephen Kavanagh revealed the expansion plans at the
launch of two new transatlantic routes
from Ireland.
The IAG-owned carrier will roll out
summer flights next year from Dublin
to U.S. destination Minneapolis-Saint
Paul and Montreal in Canada.
The Montreal route will be a daily
flight and kicks off in August of next
year. It will be serviced by an Airbus
A321neo long-range aircraft.

Kavanagh said Aer Lingus “hasn’t finished yet in terms of our ambition in
Canada,” adding that Vancouver “is an
obvious candidate” for a future flight
from Dublin.

The mass grave is part of the Catholic-run Bon Secours Mother and Baby
Home in Tuam, Co. Galway, which is
no longer operational having shuttered
in 1961 after nearly 40 years.
The minister said, “I understand that
this is a hugely important decision for
all connected to the site in Tuam, most
especially those who believe they may
have a loved one buried there and those
now living close to the site.

IRISH Minister for Children Katherine Zappone making her announcement about the planned exhumation of the remains buried in a mass grave at the former Mother and Baby Home in
Tuam, Co. Galway.

“I am committed to ensuring that all
the children interred at this site can
have a dignified and respectful burial.”

Following the announcement,
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar said, “This is
going to be very difficult, this is a mass
He also named Las Vegas, Dallas, grave, there are remains of stillborn
Denver, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Detroit babies and older children, and there
and Halifax as other cities on the air- may also be adult remains,” he said.
line’s wish list.
Varadkar added that the site was also
However, Kavanagh warned that Aer used as a workhouse and grave site
Lingus’s growth plans will be depend- during the Famine period, which will
ent on the level of infrastructural in- add to the difficulty in identifying remains.
vestment at Dublin Airport.
“It will be slow and painstaking and it
will not be possible to identify all re- THE TUAM BABIES family group said in a statment “the lost
mains, and what we learn along the way children of Ireland deserve truth and recognition and dignity in
will inform us for action at other sites. their shameful deaths, which was no fault of their own.”
“This is going to take time, we need to
The following year, the Irish Governbuild capacity to do it. We will do our
ment launched a public inquiry, The
utmost in terms of identification, but
Mother and Baby Homes Commission
in many cases it won’t yield answers.”
of Investigation. In March 2017, testing at the Tuam site confirmed “sigVaradkar added that almost 10 percent
nificant quantities” of human remains
of Ireland’s population at one point
were found in at least 17 underground
lived in some kind of institution, “and
chambers.
many terrible things may have happened there.”
Following the announcement, The
Tuam Babies family group said in a
The government approved the forenstatement, “This is an exceptionally
sic excavation of the site at the former
important decision and will pave the
mother and baby home on Tuesday,
way for all the other mother and baby
October 23, after a mass grave was
homes, and the lost children of Ireland.
found at the site last year.
The exhumation and identification THE SCANDAL of the Tuam “We want all of the children found if
process will cost between EU6 mil- Mother and Baby Home was they are not in the grave, where are
lion and EU13 million; the Bon Secours revealed in 2014 when amateur they? All of the children must be found
sisters have offered a “voluntary con- historian Catherine Corless re- and we would like to see a full excavatribution” of EU2.5 million towards ported on nearly 800 death cer- tion of the entire site as we believe
the overall cost.
tificates from the Home, but no there are many graves in the area, not
just at the site we have all come to
Minister Zappone stressed the nuns’ burial records.
know.
ing, assaults, suicide and domestic vio- donation was not a settlement and not
amateur
historian
Catherine
Corless
“The lost children of Ireland deserve
lence nationwide.
an indemnity of any type.
reported on nearly 800 death certifi- truth and recognition and dignity in
Alcohol is the cause of three deaths a The scandal of the Tuam Mother and cates from the Home, but no burial their shameful deaths, which was no
day in Ireland, according to a 2016 re- Baby Home was revealed in 2014 when records.
fault of their own.”
port from the country’s Health Research Board.
Aer Lingus and other carriers have long
campaigned for improved infrastructure at the country’s busiest airport,
complaining that the existing facilities
are close to maximum capacity.

Ireland passes
‘groundbreaking’ bill to
curb excessive drinking
DUBLIN – Ireland passed a landmark
bill aimed at reducing alcohol consumption last month, more than 1,000 days
after it was introduced in parliament.
The Public Health (Alcohol) Bill will
allow for a series of changes to be implemented nationwide, including the
introduction of a minimum price per
unit of alcohol, restrictions on advertising, separation of alcoholic products
from retail areas inside shops and the
introduction of cancer warning labels
on containers.

Health Minister Simon Harris hailed
the legislation as a positive achievement for the well-being of the entire
country.
Alcohol Action Ireland, an independ“We know we have a relationship with ent national charity for alcohol-related
alcohol in this country that is not good, issues, said new legislation would help
that damages our health, that harms change the country’s drinking culture
our community. This will help to and reduce harm.
change the culture of drinking in Ire- Ireland is the second European counland over a period of time,” he said.
try in recent months to bring in legisThe Irish rank 12th in alcohol con- lation to curb problem drinking
sumption per adult, according to a In May, Scotland became the first
2015 World Health Organization re- country in the world to set a minimum
port.
price per unit on alcohol, with its govIn Europe, Ireland ranked 5th in 2016 ernment of the belief that the measure
for consumption by people over the will save lives.
age of 15. Binge drinking is prevalent A recent study found that alcohol was
among 39 percent of adult drinkers, the leading risk factor for disease and
according to a 2017 Irish Health Sur- premature death in men and women
vey by the Central Statistics Office.
between the ages of 15 and 49 globally
Excess consumption plays a steady in 2016, accounting for nearly one in
role in deaths related to drunken driv- 10 deaths.

WOW Air launch flights from $147
from Dublin to third Canadian city

VANCOUVER – WOW Air, Iceland’s
ultra low-cost airline, has announced
it will begin operating flights from
Dublin to Vancouver, via Reykjavik,
beginning next summer, with the inaugural flight on June 6, 2019.
The airline already serves Montreal
and Toronto to Dublin via the Icelandic capital but have now announced
$147 one-way flights to a third Canadian city.

Every flight with WOW Air includes a
stop in Iceland’s capital of Reykjavík,
which, thanks to WOW’s Stop Over
option, allows you to visit the island
on your way to and from your destination for as long as you want without any extra fee.

“We are delighted to offer our Irish
passengers a new and exciting Canadian destination. The addition of Vancouver to our route network reflects
our commitment to continually imThis will be the first low-cost, long- prove our offering for our Irish pashaul airline to serve Vancouver from sengers,” said Svanhvít Fridriksdóttir,
Dublin, flying six days a week – Sun- Director of Communications at WOW
day to Friday.
Air on the service announcement.

“We know Canada, and in particular
Vancouver is hugely popular among
Irish emigrants. We are delighted to be
able to offer them a more affordable
way to travel, whether that’s coming
home to visit friends and family or allowing loved ones to visit relatives in
their new homes.”
WOW Air’s lowest fees (WOW Basic) include only a ticket and a single
personal item. Everything from a carryon bag to a standard seat are not guaranteed unless passengers upgrade to
WOW plus. For comparison sake,
prices for WOW premium, the airline’s
highest service, will start from $658.
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New book claims to reveal
the killers of mother-of-ten
Jean McConville
BELFAST – Author Patrick
Radden Keefe’s new book Say
Nothing explores a killing that
still resonates.
The primary yet unproven allegation in the book is that Marian Price
was the third member of the threeperson IRA squad that shot dead
Jean McConville – a mother of 10
JEAN McCONVILLE with three of her 10 children shortly before children – close to a beach in Co.
Louth in 1972.
she disappeared in 1972.
But there is much more to the book,
which addresses big issues such as
murder, memory, trauma, grief, guilt, SISTERS, Marian and Dolours Price were both acknowledged
IRA members. Pictured above, Marian Price (L) at an IRA comconscience and betrayal.

memoration in April 2010. Dolours Price (R) in her Dublin home

GERRY ADAMS and Brendan ‘The Dark’ Hughes in Long Kesh
prison. Hughes, a very senior IRA figure, along with Dolours
Price both claimed that Gerry Adams had overall command of
the IRA unit called the Unknowns that killed Jean McConville.

NI Secretary ‘actively
considering’ external
mediator to aid
powersharing talks
BELFAST – Northern Ireland Secretary Karen Bradley is “actively considering” how and when an external
mediator could play a “constructive”
role in attempts to re-establish formal
powersharing talks in Northern Ireland.
Devolved government in the region
collapsed in January 2017 following a
breakdown of relations between the
Democrat Unionists and Sinn Fein.
The UK Parliament has approved the
latest emergency legislation to deal
with the governance vacuum through
KAREN BRADLEY
the Northern Ireland (Executive Formation and Exercise of Functions) Bill,
which aims to provide breathing space “I continue to engage with the main
for politicians to resume negotiations. parties to discuss the implementation
of the Bill and next steps towards the
It also gives civil servants greater clar- restoration of devolution, and I’ve
ity over what decisions they can take called a meeting for this purpose ....in
in the absence of ministers, enables UK Belfast.
Government ministers to make a
number of stalled public appointments, “I’m also continuing to engage with
and removes a standing obligation on the Irish Government and on Friday
Bradley to call another snap Assem- the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (David Lidington) and I will be
bly election.
in Dublin for a meeting of the BritishSpeaking in the Commons, the North- Irish Intergovernmental Conference.
ern Ireland Secretary said, “The Bill
debated last week has now been taken “Additionally, I’m actively considerthrough both Houses. It provides for ing how and when external facilitation
a period in which an executive can be could play a constructive role in efformed at any time, allowing for time forts to restore political dialogue. This
and space for talks to take place with- will form part of my discussions with
the parties.”
out an election having to be called.

There also are other key characters in
the book, primarily the McConville in 2010. She died in 2013 of the toxic effect of a mix of prefamily, and three people who once were scribed sedative and anti-depressant medications.
intimates but became bitterly esior IRA figure – Dolours Price, and
tranged – Dolours Price, Brendan
Gerry Adams whose presence seems
Hughes (known as “The Dark”) and
to loom over much of the work.
Gerry Adams.
That goes back to the allegation that
Marian Price’s late sister Dolours alAdams had overall command of the
ready had admitted that she and the
IRA unit called the Unknowns that
late Pat McClure were part of the IRA
killed Jean McConville.
unit that killed the 38-year-old widow
He has consistently denied all such
– a deed that almost half a century on
responsibility, but both Hughes and
still carries a terrible resonance.
Price are on record as saying the buck
Despite his efforts, Keefe was unable
stopped with him.
to elicit a response from Marian Price
He in turn contended their animus toto his allegation in Say Nothing that
wards him was motivated by opposishe was the third member of the unit.
many people seem to perceive exclu- tion to the peace process and the 1998
But her solicitor, Peter Corrigan, issively through the optic of it’s either Belfast Agreement.
sued a statement to The Irish Times in
us or them.”
Hughes ultimately ended up an embitwhich she “vehemently denies that she
had any involvement in the murder of He recalls how when Dolours Price tered figure who smoked and drank
Jean McConville,” that she “played died in 2013 Marian Price, who was himself to death – he died in 2008 –
no hand or part in her murder,” and then still in prison, wanted to be re- while Price similarly died from the
that the allegation was “completely leased for the wake and the funeral (she abuse of alcohol and prescription drugs
in 2013.
untrue.”
was allowed attend the wake).

“The trouble with
denying things that
everybody knows are
true is that the value
of anything that
you say begins to
steadily depreciate”

Price, who has never been charged in
connection with Jean McConville’s
death, and is understood to have never
been questioned by police over the
offence, said she would not be elaborating on that statement.
Keefe, however, is standing by his allegation. He does so on the basis of a
source who told him that Dolours had
confided that the killing of Jean
McConville was “something the sisters had done together.”

He read the court papers where her
lawyers and a psychiatrist made the
valid argument that “when you lose a
family member you really need to properly grieve.”
“I understand that,” says Keefe, while
adding that the same standard should
have applied to the McConville children who were orphaned in 1972, for
years not knowing what happened to
their mother.

Adams, however, prospered, politically and personally, and that too, as
is evident from Say Nothing, stuck in
the craw of Price and Hughes.
“The trouble with denying things that
everybody knows are true is that the
value of anything that you say begins
to steadily depreciate,” says the author.

“He makes specific denials of things I
say in the book but he also makes genKeefe is a 42-year-old award-winning eral denials that he was ever in the IRA,
He discovered too that the third per- New York-based staff writer for the and everybody knows that he was.
son had been offered the position of New Yorker magazine from Dorchester
“As a journalist and an outsider I have
personal driver for Gerry Adams but in Massachusetts.
a strong bias for the truth and I don’t
that person had turned down the job.
He has written two previous books, believe you should obfuscate the past.
Separately Keefe had access to a tran- The Snakehead: An Epic Tale of the In some ways that is the thesis of this
script of an interview Dolours Price Chinatown Underworld and the Ameri- book. I don’t take Adams’s denials
gave to journalist Ed Moloney as part can Dream, and Chatter: Dispatches very seriously.”
of Moloney’s researches for I, Do- from the Secret World of Global EavesBut there is tribute too in the book to
lours, a film he made with Maurice dropping. He is married to Justyna, a
Adams where it is due. Keefe acknowlSweeney.
lawyer, and they have two young edges, “Adams is an endlessly fasciboys.
nating character. He will find a lot in
In that transcript, Dolours Price told
Moloney that Adams wanted Marian He got the idea of writing a book on
to be his driver but that Marian “re- Jean McConville after reading an obitufused because it was such a boring job.” ary of Dolours Price in The New York
Times in 2013.
The pieces appeared to fit together,
further convincing Keefe in his belief To him it seemed to encapsulate the
about what happened Jean McCon- history of the Troubles, starting in its
ville.
early period when McConville was
Some people thought Dolours and abducted, murdered and disappeared,
and leading on to the controversy over
Marian Price were twins although
the Boston tapes – the ill-fated oral
Dolours, born in 1951, was older by
three years. She was 21, Marian was history of the Troubles – which was a
big story in the U.S. at that time.
18 when Jean McConville was murdered.
Dolours Price told filmmakers of her
direct involvement in the murder of
“One aspect of the story that was disJean McConville.
maying for me,” Keefe reflects, “is the
idea that there are these fundamental The other main characters in this book
questions about human dignity that include Brendan Hughes – a very sen-

the book to object to but there will be
many people who read the book and
feel I am far too sympathetic to him.”
Towards the end of Say Nothing, Keefe
refers to what he calls Adams’s
“sociopathic instinct for self-preservation.”
He writes, “It is hard not to sympathise with Hughes emotionally, but
politically, it would be folly not to
sympathize with Adams.
“Whatever callous motivations Adams
might have possessed, and whatever
deceptive machinations he might have
employed, he steered the IRA out of a
bloody and intractable conflict and into
a brittle but enduring peace.”
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Housing: The fight
for civil rights in our time
With perfect synchronicity, the
central spur for the civil rights
movement in the North exactly
50 years ago – the unjust provision of housing – has come to
prominence in Dublin City as an
issue that substantially challenges the authority of the state.
As in the North in the 1960s, this has
been a long time coming.

THE VIEW FROM
IRELAND

Nua – since the government’s Rebuilding Ireland plan of 2017 is not nearly
radical enough.
Such a Deal would shore up the government’s support, which it needs as
the prospect of its achieving a majority remains very remote and an election is inevitable in the coming year or
two.

By
MAURICE
FITZPATRICK

Since the Celtic Tiger panted its last
breath in 2007, the prospect of middle-income young families getting a councillor Des Cahill in Cork has made
mortgage in Dublin has been severely it clear that a settlement of tents on
the banks of the river Lee in Cork City
limited.
centre are “an eyesore” that must be
Even after house prices in Dublin bot- forcibly removed.
tomed out in 2013, banks remained
very reluctant to lend. Mortgage lend- The implication is clear: the trauma of
ers’ caution endured despite the uptick young people who are forced to live in
tents is a lesser concern than blocking
in the economy after 2013.
Corkonians’ view of the lovely Lee.
That was the year Ireland exited the
eurozone ‘bailout’ programme (a form No amount of opprobrium will conof vassalage that precluded Ireland vince such a person that homelessness
from exercising sovereignty over its is a cause that he should counteract on
finances). Still, banks were, and are, humane grounds. What needs to happen is something much more deterrestrained in their lending practices.
mined and concerted.
A divergence between the economy and
home proprietorship has emerged in An umbrella movement has emerged
in Dublin in response to the conflict
the past five years.
between the realities of people seekWhile house ownership in the bigger ing a home and the policies of succescities like Dublin, Cork and Galway sive governments.
remained elusive for most young people, the economy in those urban cen- It has fixed on forced occupation as a
means to illustrate its grievances. The
tres began to recover.
occupy movement is emboldened by a
The flow of emigration, which nearly victory that a group of Trinity Colreached 100,000 per annum at the lege Dublin students (‘Take Back Trinheight of the Great Recession, thinned, ity’) scored this March: when the uniyoung people gained employment in versity authorities imposed an extra
Irish cities, but could not afford to buy fee of EU450 for repeating exams, stua house in those cities. They were dents occupied a building on campus;
forced either to do long commutes or they only departed when TCD capituto pay rent.
lated.
Landlords, alert to the opportunity While this, on the face of it, was a mithat this presented, rack-rented. The nor victory on a minor issue, it politisituation became most egregious in cised a portion of the student body
Dublin City.
considerably.
Meanwhile, homelessness, our national Students in Dublin are faced with exshame, continued to increase steadily. treme pressure to find any form of livToday 9,891 Irish people are home- ing space at an affordable price.
less and, again, the situation is most If, through occupying a building on
stark in Dublin.
campus, they could overturn the fast
Father Peter McVerry, a longtime ad- one that the university was trying to
vocate for the homeless, has predicted pull, could they apply the same stratthat without major governmental in- egy to counter the desperate accomtervention “an avalanche” of people modation shortage in Dublin?
will be seeking emergency accommo- The TCD students’ action played a
dation two years from now.
role in inspiring the occupation of a
Make no mistake: among the people vacant house in Dublin City Centre in
who find themselves in temporary August; the occupy movement has
shelters or sleeping rough are victims since then seized a second house and
of the artificially created housing short- now a third one in the city.
age.
The occupiers get issued with a court
Change the housing system and entire order and hold tight until balaclavafamilies will be saved the risk, the ig- wearing police and security guards
nominy and the suffering involved in thunder through the door and remove
them, sometimes hospitalising them in
being homeless.
the process.
When Leo Varadkar was elected
taoiseach last year he gained some Signs in occupied buildings read “Evict
friends, but raised the suspicion of Eoghan Murphy” – the Minister for
many with a remark that he wanted to Housing.
lead the country in the interests of The good news is that rectifying the
people who “get up early in the morn- housing crisis is a doddle: build higher
ing.”
in the cities; instigate government
For many, this gave unquestioned vali- forced purchases of land and mass sodation to lesser intervention on the cial housing provisions in city centres
part of the state in economic affairs, (parts of which have had vacant buildwithout sparing a thought for those ings for years); and introduce better
who do not have a bed to go to in the tax breaks for young buyers.
first place.
This would be instituting an Irish verFast-forward a year and a Fine Gael sion of the New Deal – call it An Déil

More good news: the weight of public
opinion is with the occupiers, so the
Deal would be not only politically
achievable but beneficial.
The bad news is that the doctrine of
laissez faire sits very firmly in Irish
political culture, which is not surprisingly since more than one in every five
TDs (members of the Irish parliament)
is a landlord.
Instead of giant strides expect baby
steps, postponement and promises to PROTESTERS with the group ‘Take Back the City’, refusing to
look into the matter.
leave a third vacant property in Dublin city centre despite a court
Even so, the occupiers have hit upon a
mechanism that will shame and pressure the government, and could well
achieve striking results. It will require
leadership and the willingness to face
trial and imprisonment.

order. A billboard outside reads ‘Evict Eoghan Murphy’, the Minister of Housing.
The government should not be com- narrow self-interest need to be recast
placent that these elements will be because this problem is not going away
absent; its ideological obsessions and without rigorous reform.

Ballymurphy Massacre documentary
aired ahead of new inquest
BELFAST – A new
documentary aired on
Channel 4 has reconstructed the events of August 9 and 11 in the
Ballymurphy area of West
Belfast in 1971.
The Ballymurphy Precedent, by
Emmy and BAFTA nominated journalist and filmmaker, Callum
Macrae, charts the events over
three days after the introduction of
internment in August 1971.
Ten people were shot dead while
Paddy McCarthy, the eleventh victim, MOURNERS filing past the coffin of Father Hugh Mullan, one of
died following a heart attack after al- the victims of the Ballymurphy shootings, at Corpus Christi
legedly being put through the ordeal Church in Belfast.
of a mock execution by British troops.
Among the other victims was a Catholic priest, Father Hugh Mullan, who
was attending to the wounded, including a mother of eight.
The documentary details how that
mother, Joan Connolly, lay crying on
the ground until she passed away.
Other victims, included father-of-ten
Daniel Teggart who was shot 14 times.
His son Bernard was shot dead by the
IRA in November 1973.
The Queen’s Own Regiment was in
the area at the time although the killings have been attributed to the Parachute Regiment.
In recent months it has been claimed
that a UVF gunman in the nearby
Springmartin estate was responsible RELATIVES of the Ballymurphy Massacre victims have long
for some of the deaths.
campaigned for justice.
Months after the Ballymurphy massacre the Parachute Regiment also
gunned down 14 innocent civilians in reenacts how some of the victims were soldiers who were based in Belfast at
Derry.
killed.
the time.
As well as providing background in- Those who took part included rela- The documentary is being screened
formation, the film dramatically tives of the dead and former British ahead of a new inquest into the deaths.
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SEATTLE IRISH NEWS
PASSINGS
• Mary ‘Pat’ Pearson (87), a
longtime member of the Irish
Heritage Club, died in Seattle
October 17;
• Eve Pryce (89), who died in
Bellingham October 10, once
served as Assistant to the Irish
Ambassador in Washington, DC;

By
JOHN
KEANE

• Fr. Jack Jennings (91), a native
of Co. Mayo who served in the
Seattle Archdiocese since 1977,
died in Seattle October 7;
• Fr. Eamon McMahon, CSSp, a
native of Co. Leitrim whose two
sisters Camilla Barret and Marie
Bradshaw live in Edmonds, died
in Brazil October 5. His Month’s
Mind Mass is November 17;
• Mary Sullivan Johnson (89), a
longtime member of the Irish
Heritage Club and sister of Jean
Dobbs,
died
in
Seattle
September 24;

THE 56 MEMBER Northwest Firelight Chorale from Seattle which performed in Kylemore Abbey,
Co. Galway, last summer.

• Peggy (Lyons) Daylo (86), a
native of Listowel, Co. Kerry, died
in Olympia August 27;
• George King (82), a native of
Dublin, died in Seattle August 22.
Ar dheis Dé go raibh
a h-anam dílis –
May their faithful souls
rest at God’s right hand.
•
IHC AGM – The annual general
meeting and election of officers for
the Irish Heritage Club has been set
for 6 PM on Sunday, November 11, at
St. Patrick’s Church Hall, 2702
Broadway E (at Roanoke), Seattle.

investment to the Puget Sound region.
The start-up organization is
supported by companies such as
Boeing, Amazon, JP Morgan Chase,
Microsoft, Starbucks and Alaska
Airlines, and county executives,
mayors and port commissioners from
Snohomish, King and Pierce counties.

DAN MULHALL, Irish Ambassador to the United States, will
attend Seattle’s Irish seniors’
luncheon on December 8 and
other events in Seattle still being organized. A native of Waterford, he was assigned to the
DC post in August 2017.

Prior to coming to Seattle, McGowan
was president and CEO of Atlanta
Beltline – a five billion economic
development and transportation
initiative in Atlanta, Georgia.
IRISH TENORS – The Irish Tenors
will be back in Seattle for their ‘We
Three Kings’ holiday concert with full
orchestra at 7:30 PM on Tuesday,
December 18 at Benaroya Hall.

All board officer terms end in 2018
while board members whose terms
expire in 2018 are Betty Egan,
Candace Dunne, Heather Murphy,
and Jane Sepede.
If you’re interested in getting involved
or want to make a nomination or
suggestion, contact the Nominations
Chair,
Ari
Hausler,
at
AriH@irishclub.org.
SEATTLE GAELS AWARDS
BANQUET – You’re invited to join the
Seattle Gaels at their Awards
Banquet Saturday, November 17, 6 9 pm at their sponsor pub, St.
Andrews Bar and Grill on 74th and
Aurora in Seattle.
The Gaels have had another very
good year and we hope you can join
the fun on Saturday evening. For
more
details,
e-mail
Gaels@irishclub.org or visit them on
Facebook.
MOUNT VERNON CONCERT –
You’re invited to the Littlefield Celtic
Center in Mount Vernon Saturday,
December 1, 7-9 pm, for ‘A Winter
Gift’ concert, with music and stories.
This new show features storyteller
and wire-strung harpist Patrick Ball
along with harpers and multiinstrumentalists Lisa Lynne and
Aryeh Frankfurter as they step into
a magical world of Irish and English
literature. More details at:
celticarts.org.
IRISH SENIORS’ CHRISTMAS
LUNCHEON – The Irish seniors’
Christmas luncheon is at noon on
Saturday, December 8, at the Elysian
Fields Restaurant & Pub, 641
Occidental Avenue S, Seattle, one

PHOTO: Seattle Metro Chamber

The warmth, joy, charisma, and skill
of these three international singers
– Ronan Tynan, Anthony Kearns, and
Finbar Wright – combine to produce
a sound and concert experience
which touches hearts and stirs the
emotions.

AMONG the speakers at the Seattle Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce’s 2018 Regional Leadership Conference were ConPAT COYNE (L) at one of his sul General of Ireland Robert O’Driscoll, Shaunta Hyde of Alaska
pubs in Seattle with Kevin Airlines, and Consul General of Mexico Roberto Glowinski.
Tickets at 1-866-833-4747 and range
Flynn who played rugby with
from $50 to $150 with all proceeds
London Irish from 1990 to
benefiting The Ballard NW Senior
1996. After 30 years in the Irish
Center.
pub business in the Pacific
SEATTLE CHOIR – This past summer,
Northwest, Pat is returning to
Seattle’s Northwest Firelight Chorale
his native Lettermore, Co. Galbrought to Ireland its soul-stirring
way.
music, the final destination of their
two-week European Concert Tour.
Following performances in the Loire
Valley and Brussels, the 56 choir
members along with 20 of their guests
flew to their first Irish destination,
Maynooth, where they rehearsed in
one of the most beautiful and sacred
places in Ireland: St. Patrick’s College
chapel.

block south of McRory’s and across
the street from the CenturyLink Field
parking lot.
All seniors of Irish birth, descent or
interest are welcome along with their
spouses and friends.
In addition to Daidí na Nollag (Father
Christmas), our special guest will be
Irish Ambassador to the U.S., Dan
Mulhall.

PHOTO: Seattle Metro Chamber

The choir also offered short
concerts and impromptu singing at
places like the Rock of Cashel; the
Cliffs of Moher, in Clifden, and at
Kylemore Abbey.

SEATTLE Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce’s 2018 Regional
Leadership Conference – Greater Seattle Partners CEO Brian
McGowan (L), whose parents were both from Galway, moderates a discussion with Loren Cohen of McBride Cohen ManBecause Galway and Seattle are
agement Group, Kirkland Mayor Amy Walen and Everett Mayor sister cities, the choir also performed
Cassie Franklin.
in Galway along with Cois Cladaigh,
WYOMING GAA – Kudos to Seattle’s
All are welcome at $10 per person,
but please make reservations ASAP
to (253) 237-2811 with names of all
guests.

Terry Lynch for helping the
University of Wyoming introduce
Gaelic football into their preservice
PE program, the first of its kind in the
world.

Heritage Club in Seattle, and
promotes the games of Gaelic football
and hurling to young people in the
Seattle area and also in Wyoming!

Terry is the chair of Cascade Youth
Gaelic Games, a program of the Irish

Contact Terry directly by e-mail at:
CascadeYouth@irishclub.org.

WELCOME TO SEATTLE – Brian
McGowan, the son of Irish
immigrants from Galway, has taken
over as the new CEO of Greater
Seattle Partners, a multi-million dollar
regional non-profit whose mission is
to attract business, trade and

a local chamber choir, with a joint
performance at St. Nicholas’
Collegiate Church.
The Northwest Firelight Chorale is a
vibrant mixed-voice ensemble based
in Seattle, celebrated not only for

[Continued next page]
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PAT COYNE (Front, third from left with trophy) captained the Seattle Gaels team which won the
1993 Pacific Northwest Gaelic Football Championship.
[Continued from page 24]
their musical excellence but their
unique ability to connect with
audiences.
Their broad repertoire includes both
sacred and secular folk, Broadway,
classical, vocal jazz and world
music.
They will give several festive holiday
concerts in December, with holiday
concerts in West Seattle on
December 8 and in Ballard on
December 14 and 15.
For more information,
nwfirelightchorale.org.

visit

MISCELLANEOUS
• Contact Seattle’s Irish Book Club
by e-mail at jaadams095@gmail.com
(note new e-mail address);
• The 40th Annual Magical Strings
Celtic Yuletide Concerts throughout
the Northwest, from November 25 to
December 21 with Seattle’s concert
on
December
15.
Visit
www.magicalstrings.com;

PAT COYNE (L) boating on the FV Wizard with Captain Keith
Colburn of The Deadliest Catch. After 30 years in the Irish pub
business in Seattle, Pat is returning to his native Lettermore,
Co. Galway
• Mark your calendar for Nollaig na mBan, the Women’s Christmas celebration
on Sunday, January 6, 2019.

Cold War-era documents reveal
a favourite Irish joke
WASHINGTON – In recent years, the U.S. intelligence agency has declassified more than a million
Cold War-era documents. Among the documents is
a series of jokes used to bolster morale and build
rapport.
This is from a 1982 speech by President Ronald Reagan at CIA headquarters. He led the address with this Irish
joke, noting “it’s one of the few stories that I can tell now since ethnic
jokes are a no-no.”
This was followed by another painful
attempt at humour when Reagan’s vicepresident George H.W. Bush spoke at
the agency three years later.
He figured he would also need to lead
with a joke. He chose the following
one liner, clearly labeling it under A PHOTO of Ronald Reagan
laughing at the punchline of his
“humor” in his speaking notes.

own joke aboard Air Force One.
“Last time he was here, my boss stole
my best CIA joke.” (May 1984 - Reagan may have tasked his
ground-breaking ceremony. “Murphy CIA with digging up the era's
best Soviet jokes.
the Spy” joke.)

Murphy the Spy
A secret agent was sent to Ireland to
pick up some very sensitive information from an agent called Murphy.
His instructions were to walk around
town using a code phrase until he met
his fellow agent. He found himself on
a desolate country road and finally ran
into a farmer.
“Hello,” said the agent, “I’m looking
for a man called Murphy.”
“Well you’re in luck,” said the farmer,
“As it happens, there’s a village right
over the hill, where there’s a butcher
called Murphy, the baker is named
Murphy, three widows are called
Murphy. In fact my name is Murphy.”
“Aha,” thought the agent, “Here’s my
man.”
So he whispered the secret code. “It
will snow in Berlin tonight.”
“Ah,” said the farmer, “It’s Murphy
the spy you want – he’s in the village
over the other direction.”

Novena to
the Blessed Virgin Mary
Novena to the Blessed Virgin Mary
(never known to fail). O most beautiful
flower of Mount Carmel, fruitful vine,
splendour of Heaven, Blessed Mother
of the Son of God. Immaculate Virgin,
assist me in this my necessity. There
are none that can withstand your
power. O show me herein you are my
Mother, Mary, conceived without sin,
pray for us who have recourse to thee
(three times). Sweet Mother, I place
this cause in your hands (three times).
Holy Spirit, you who solve all problems,
light all roads so that I can attain my
goal. You gave me the Divine gift to
forgive and forget all evil against me.
This prayer must be said for three
days, even after the request is granted
and the favour received, it must be
published.
– BM
•
Novena to St. Clare
God of mercy you inspired Saint
Clare with the love of poverty. By
the help of her prayers may we
follow Christ in poverty of spirit and
come to the joyful vision of your glory
in the Kingom of Heaven. We ask this
through Our Lord Jesus Christ, Your

Son, who lives and reigns with You
and the Holy Spirit, one God, forever
and ever. Amen.
– SVS
•
Novena to
the Blessed Virgin Mary
Novena to the Blessed Virgin Mary
(never known to fail). O most beautiful
flower of Mount Carmel, fruitful vine,
splendour of Heaven, Blessed Mother
of the Son of God. Immaculate Virgin,
assist me in this my necessity. There
are none that can withstand your
power. O show me herein you are my
Mother, Mary, conceived without sin,
pray for us who have recourse to thee
(three times). Sweet Mother, I place
this cause in your hands (three times).
Holy Spirit, you who solve all problems,
light all roads so that I can attain my
goal. You gave me the Divine gift to
forgive and forget all evil against me.
This prayer must be said for three
days, even after the request is granted
and the favour received, it must be
published. – PMK, MJK, CC, CB, CLF,
KLSLK, BC

Publication of
each novena is $25
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Long-Hunted Boston Irish Mob Boss
Whitey Bulger Killed in Prison at 89
thorities looked the other way– Bulger
vanished just as federal officials were
about to unseal an indictment and arrest him on racketeering charges.

BOSTON – James (Whitey) Bulger, the South Boston mobster and F.B.I. informer who was captured
after 16 years on the run was found beaten to death
on October 30 in Hazelton federal penitentiary in
West Virginia. He was 89.

It was later learned that he had been
tipped off by the agent who had been
his undercover handler for years.
Bulger and his companion, Catherine
Greig, who joined him after he fled,
were extraordinarily elusive, despite
international searches. Sightings were
reported in Europe, Canada, Mexico
and elsewhere in the United States but
no traces were found.

Bulger, who was wanted for a
murderous reign of terror that
inspired books, films and a saga
of Irish-American brotherhood
and brutality, was finally brought
to justice in 2013 when he was
sentenced to two life sentences
for 11 murders.

For a decade he was on the F.B.I.’s
Most Wanted list. A $2 million reward
was offered for his capture, the largest
ever for a domestic fugitive.

It is reported that Bulger was beaten
unrecognizable by inmates shortly after he had arrived at the prison. He
had been moved from prison to prison
in recent years and was incarcerated in
Florida before being transferred to
Hazelton, which has been rife with vioNOTORIOUS Irish-American
lence.
A law enforcement official who oversees organized crime cases said he was
told by a federal law enforcement official that a mob figure was believed to
be responsible for the killing.

JAMES ‘Whitey’ Bulger in a police booking photo after a 1953
arrest in Boston. He robbed banks in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Indiana and served nine years in federal prisons before embarking on his brutal mob rule in South Boston.

mobster James ‘Whitey’ Bulger
presided over deaths, drugdealing and extortion as one of
Boston’s most high-profile
gangsters.

Acting on a tip, agents closed in and
arrested the couple on June 22. They
offered no resistance.
The white-blond Bulger hair had been
dyed black and was receding. He was
81 and had a paunch. But the angular,
narrow face, the jutting chin and the
clever eyes behind sunglasses were
unmistakable. Inside the apartment
walls, agents found $822,000 in cash,
false identity papers and a score of
handguns and rifles.

To the families of those he executed
gangland-style and to the Boston
neighborhood held in thrall long after
he vanished in 1994, Bulger’s arrest in
Santa Monica, California, in 2011 and
his conviction of gruesome crimes
brought a final reckoning of sorts.

“I never thought I’d see this day,”
Patricia Donahue, whose husband,
Michael, was killed in a 1982 shooting
attributed to Bulger, said after the fugitives were captured.

Bulger grew up in a public-housing
project in the area known as Southie, a
clannish community of 30,000, mostly
Irish-American, across a narrow waterway from downtown Boston. He
preferred the streets to school, where
his brothers, William and John, excelled.

“I have satisfaction and despair, be-

FORMER Massachusetts Senator William Bulger pictured out- cause it brings back so many old memories. But satisfaction that they have
side court after his brother’s arraignment in 2011.
him.”

A troublemaker from an early age,
Whitey ran with a gang, stole cars,
mugged people and was sent to reform
school. He joined the Air Force at 20
but was discharged after going AWOL.
He robbed banks in Massachusetts, JAMES "Whitey" Bulger is esRhode Island and Indiana and served corted from a U.S. Coast Guard
nine years in federal prisons.
helicopter after his June 2011
Back in South Boston, he became an
enforcer for an Irish mob. In 1979, he
and an associate, Stephen Flemmi, took
over the infamous Winter Hill Gang,
which had dominated crime there for
years.

After plastic surgery to change their
appearances, Bulger and Greig settled
in Santa Monica, in a small apartment
a few blocks from the Pacific, in 1996.
They called themselves Charlie and
Carol Gasko and lived reclusively, paying their $1,145 monthly rent in cash.

arrest.

ton portrayed him as an Irish Robin
Hood, giving out turkeys on Thanksgiving and protecting his own from the
Tales of his exploits were learned from hated police and outsiders.
childhood there: how he shot men be- But such romantic notions were shattween the eyes, stabbed rivals in the tered by disclosures that for some 15
heart with ice picks, strangled women years he had been a federal informer,
who might betray him and buried vic- and that the authorities had turned a
tims in secret graveyards after yank- blind eye to his crimes in exchange for
ing their teeth to thwart identification. his snitching on the Mafia.
Enriching the Bulger legend, his brother Beyond corrupting agents with bribes,
William became president of the Mas- the government said, the arrangement
sachusetts State Senate and president helped him conceal 19 murders, learn
of the University of Massachusetts. the identities of witnesses who later
William Bulger always denied firsthand turned up dead, and sent an innocent
knowledge of his brother’s crimes and man to prison for a killing that Bulger
whereabouts, but said he loved him and had committed. It also led to a re-evaluation of rules for dealing with informcould never give him up to the law.
ers.
He was forced to resign as president
of the University of Massachusetts in As well as being a mobster, Bulger liked
2003 when it emerged that he had to think of himself as an Irish patriot.
talked to his fugitive sibling by phone He liked to brag about his links to the
eight years earlier, and never reported IRA and was known for his part in
it.
arranging a failed weapons shipment
For years before details of Whitey to the IRA in the 1980s, an alliance
Bulger’s criminal history became that came about following a meeting
known, popular myths in South Bos- with veteran IRA leader Joe Cahill.

“He was sentenced to life in prison,
but as a result of decisions by
the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
that sentence has been changed
to the death penalty”
Cahill was said to have met Bulger and
his gangland associates in a bar in south
Boston, where he showed the
mobsters an IRA propaganda video.
Following the meeting a plan was
hatched to smuggle several tons of guns
and explosives by sea from Boston to
the west coast of Ireland, where they
would be picked up by the IRA.
The boat used to transport the guns,
the Valhalla, was part of a fleet of boats
used by one of the gangsters to ferry
marijuana up the east coast of the U.S.
It was later claimed that the FBI, who
were running Bulger as an agent, had
originally agreed to turn a blind eye to
the IRA gun-running activities in return for his agreement to inform on
the Mafia.
However, in September 1984, the
Valhalla was seized by U.S. Customs
agents after it was stopped in Boston.
During its voyage it had rendezvoued
with the Irish fishing vessel, the Marita
Ann, and several tonnes of explosives
and weapons were transferred.

The Marita Ann was later intercepted
off the coast of Co. Kerry by the authorities, with the weapons seized and
the crew, which included senior republican Martin Ferris, arrested and jailed.

In 2016, a three-judge federal appellate court in Boston denied Bulger’s
appeal for a new trial.
The panel said he had not shown that
his right to a fair trial was violated
when a judge barred him from testifying about his claim that he had been
granted immunity for his crimes by a
federal prosecutor, who died in 2009.
Bulger had offered no evidence to support the claim.

He had been moved to the Hazelton
prison after threatening a worker at the
Coleman prison in Sumterville, Florida,
according to one of the Hazelton workers who spoke on the condition of anoThe gun running plot had been be- nymity.
trayed by IRA informer, Sean
O'Callaghan who died last year after Hazelton has been a hotbed of violence,
drowning in a swimming pool in Ja- recording 275 episodes of assaults on
workers and fighting among inmates in
maica.
2017, an investigation by The New York
One of the crew on the Valhalla, John Times found. At least two inmates
McIntyre, was later tortured and mur- were reported killed there this year.
dered by Bulger.
Senator Joe Manchin III, Democrat of
His body was buried in a cellar before West Virginia, and other officials have
being moved to a pit in Dorchester written to U.S. Attorney General Jeff
where it was found in 2000, along with Sessions (now former) expressing
two other victims.
alarm over staffing levels at federal
Martin Ferris has been a Sinn Féin TD prisons, including Hazelton.
since 2002. Joe Cahill, who was one In a statement, Carney, one of Bulger’s
of the founding members of the Provi- lawyers, said the prison authorities
sional IRA, died in 2004 at the age of shared blame in Bulger’s death. “He
84.
was sentenced to life in prison,”
In December 1994, after decades of Carney said, “but as a result of deciextortion, bookmaking, loan-sharking, sions by the Federal Bureau of Prisgambling, truck hijacking and drug deal- ons, that sentence has been changed to
ing – much of it carried out as the au- the death penalty.”
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Two past-presidents of the Vancouver ISSC
win seats in the B.C. municipal elections
By MAURA DE FREITAS

effort to raise $15 million to build a
facility that accommodates families
and burn unit outpatients from both
Vancouver General and BC Children’s
hospitals.

VANCOUVER – The 2018 municipal elections across British
Columbia are over and results are finally in with many hard fought
battles to win seats. It was interesting to note that there were two
challenges involving Irish candidates with strong Gaelic Athletic
Association connections. John Dooley, the new Mayor of Nelson,
B.C., and Mike Hurley, the new Mayor of Burnaby, each played
important roles in the history of the Vancouver Irish Sporting and
Social Club (ISSC).

In an earlier interview with The Celtic
Connection, Hurley also spoke about
several emotional trips he made to New
York City in the aftermath of 9/11.
“I’ve been to New York twice now,
more or less to support the firefighters down there and to attend funerals.”

distinction of being the longest serving mayor in his area.
Based in the Kootenays in southeastern British Columbia, Nelson is the
economic hub of the region with a
strong focus on forestry, tourism, recreation and education.
MIKE HURLEY – as a member of the Burnaby Fire Department
Nestled in the rugged Selkirk Moun- – was a referee at the GAA games at the World Police and Fire
tains of southeastern British Colum- Games in Burnaby in 2009. He is pictured above [left] with his
bia, Nelson offers spectacular scenery brothers Niall and Fergal who were visiting from Ireland and also
with blue skies and snow capped moun- working at the Games.
tains while situated beside the magnificent Kootenay Lake.
Many are discovering that given the

He explained that because so many firefighters died at the World Trade Centre, there was a shortage of uniformed
personnel available to attend the
weekly funerals because so many were
busy trying to cover the extra work
shifts of their fallen comrades.

high cost of living in Vancouver it
makes sense to move to the area in a
bid to retain and attract employees
feeling squeezed by high housing prices
in the Lower Mainland.

“I attended about 30 funerals while I
was there and since there are still 344
funerals to go, that’s almost one funeral a day for a very long time. It’s a
very emotional experience. It was hard
seeing all those kids without fathers.

A major attraction to the area is the ski
scene, with Nelson home to the largest number of back country ski lodges
in North America. Tourism has grown
to become a four season industry in
the area.

John Dooley, Mayor
Nelson, B.C.
Long-time politician John Dooley, who
was re-elected as Mayor of Nelson,
B.C., was a founding member of the
ISSC and the first president of the club
in 1974.

Dooley said, “the trend has been hapThe community also offers excellent pening for about six years now, with
educational facilities, both public and people cashing out in Vancouver and
moving to our area to live a much more
private.
relaxed and comfortable lifestyle.”
Selkirk College’s vocational, tourism
and technical divisions are located on John has also retained close connectwo campuses with over 400 students tions with his homeland.
enrolled annually.
In 2008, Dooley and his wife Pat were

It is also home to the internationally
A native son of Forkhill, South Armagh recognized Kootenay School of the
in the North of Ireland who immigrated Arts at Selkirk College, which has an
to Canada in 1967, Dooley previously annual enrollment of over 200 stuserved three consecutive three-year dents.
terms as Nelson’s mayor and two terms
as councillor until he was defeated in Speaking to The Celtic Connection following his election, Dooley spoke
2014.
about the attraction of business to the
His re-election this term gives him the area – particularly-high tech industries.

“I met other firefighters in New York
from Edmonton, Calgary and Seattle
but there were firefighters from all
over there. We heard so many heartwrenching stories of family members
looking for loved ones that died in the
Trade Centre.

among 80 people from around the
Mike Hurley, Mayor
world who were honoured to receive
Burnaby, B.C.
an invitation from Mary McAleese,
the President of Ireland, to attend a Another surprising upset in the B.C.
special St. Patrick’s celebration at Áras elections was the race for mayor of
an Uachtaráin.
Burnaby, B.C.... this time between two
candidates with Irish connections.

THE CITY of Nelson, B.C. offers a beaucolic alternative to the high cost of housing in Vancouver
for both workers and industry. Known as "The Queen City," it is acknowledged for its impressive
collection of restored heritage buildings from its glory days in a regional silver rush, It is one of
the three cities forming the commercial and population core of the West Kootenay region, the
others being Castlegar and Trail.

Firefighters from across North America
volunteered at their own time and expense to travel to New York and attend those funerals.

“We were told of one woman whose
husband was of Irish descent and she
wanted some part of him as closure on
his death. She asked the emergency
attendant at Ground Zero site if they
were able to find anything belonging
to him.

“The attendant asked her if there might
Mike Hurley, a relative newcomer on be anything that would stand out as
the political stage, won the mayoral belonging to her husband, she replied
race over long-time incumbent Derek ‘yes...a Claddagh ring’.
Corrigan.
“The attendant said, ‘I’m sorry to tell
A veteran municipal politician, Corri- you this...and I don’t want to hurt
gan served on Burnaby city council for your chances...but that will be up to
31 years, including 16 as mayor, be- 200 Claddagh rings that we’re looking
fore losing his bid for re-election this for now.’
year.
“There was a lot of Irish involvement
Voters decided it was time for a change down there,” said Hurley.
and Hurley – a former firefighter and
an independent – was elected the new Hurley said it wasn’t very hard to
speak with an Irish firefighter since one
mayor of Burnaby.
in three is Irish, many from Northern
Hurley is also a past president of the Ireland and the west coast of Ireland,
Vancouver Irish Sporting and Social and many others with parents or grandClub and in an interview with Catholine parents from those areas.
Butler of The Celtic Connection he
spoke about his love of Gaelic foot- “Three of the firefighters I met in New
ball shortly after his election as presi- York call me once a week just to talk,”
he explained. “I also met a John Kelly
dent in 2002.
from Belfast, and we spent a lot of
Born in Magherafelt, Northern Ireland, time together. He was actually on the
Hurley immigrated to Canada in 1984. Staten Island ferry and saw the planes
It was while playing Gaelic football hit the World Trade Centre. Afterwith the ISSC that he met his wife – wards he ran to the Centre to try and
Jennifer – who also played Gaelic foot- help.
ball on the first women’s team formed
“I’m originally from Northern Ireland,
in Vancouver.
so I’ve seen a lot of explosion sites,
The first women’s team was formed in but nothing can prepare you or de1997 and Hurley was among the earli- scribe what Ground Zero looks like.
est coaches. Although initially a few It’s an 18-acre site, and to put that
were skeptical about the potential for into perspective, if you took
a women’s team, their level of talent, Brentwood Mall in Burnaby and all
commitment and sheer determination its parking lots, it’s about that size of
soon silenced even the most vocal crit- an area that’s been devastated.”
ics.
Now, as new Mayor of Burnaby, HurA former firefighter, Hurley also served ley has committed to work collaboraas vice-president and later as president tively with council and help build a
of the Burnaby Fire Fighters Associa- better community in a city facing such
tion.
contentious issues as housing,
As president of the Professional Fire homelessness.....and, of course, the
Fighters’ Burn Fund, he also led the Trans Mountain Pipeline.
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Our visit to Sri Lanka....
otherwise known as India Lite
Greetings from wet and sunny
Sri Lanka or India Lite as young
backpackers call it.

try is a wonderful tourist destination.

POSTCARD FROM
SRI LANKA

There is no doubt that global warming
is having a profound effect on the climate, but here the uncertainty of seasons has resulted in an unforeseen
problem.
Sri Lanka is a beautiful, small, island
with by far the highest density of elephants in the world.
Only seven percent of them bear tusks,
so poaching and killing them for the
ivory is not such a menace as in Africa.

The cricket-mad people are friendly
and welcoming; there are historic
sights, Buddhist and Hindu temples
galore, beautiful beaches, delicious
food, and the best tea in the world.
We visited a tea factory and I was surprised, although not totally surprised,
to learn that a Scotsman led the way in
developing the tea industry.

By
ELFAN
JONES

Nevertheless one hundred years ago
Sri Lanka was home to an estimated
20,000 elephants; today the population has dropped to about 5,000.
Most of the elephants do not live in
reserves because during the 25-year
civil war between the government
forces and the Tamils, herds expanded
into areas of conflict that man had left
abandoned.
Today, these territories have been reclaimed for agricultural use and although initially attempts were made
to fence the areas where animals lived,
climate change affecting the “dry season” and vegetation growth has made
it impossible to contain them as the
animals go in search for food and water.

my wife and I were being driven back
to our hotel, we witnessed on the opposite side of the unlit main road a large
bull elephant striding down the side of
the road; trucks and buses were swervIn the past 12 months, approximately
ing to avoid it.
150 wild elephants were killed, either
shot by farmers protecting their crops It was frightening, a bad accident lookor on the roads.
ing for somewhere to happen
Last week, on a dark cloudy night, as Despite that scary episode, the coun-

Irish workers helping to fill the gaps
in the busy construction industry
is probably the best in the world.

VANCOUVER – A recent article in
Business in Vancouver reports what
many in the Irish community already
know....Irish construction workers are
helping to fill the gaps in the city’s
burgeoning trades.
The Irish workers in Vancouver are
going into the construction industry
to beef up missing company muscle,
prompting local employers to rethink
international recruitment strategies
and the future of employment in the
sector.
A total of 5,885 immigrants from Ireland were living in B.C. as of 2016 –
3,835 of them in the Metro Vancouver
area, said Lori Cascaden, communications manager at the Ministry of Jobs,
Trade and Technology.

“The Canadian companies recognize
this and they really like the Irish trades,
not only for carpenters, but for electricians, plumbers, and everything
else.

WILLIAM DONNELLAN
have now built a thriving business.

In addition to his construction company, Donnellan also owns Donnellan’s
Irish Pub on Granville Street. The
popular Irish hangout serves as a good
place to post construction industry job
Cascaden credits steady Irish immi- openings.
gration rates to consistent employment demand in trades and the appeal William said nearly half of his
workforce is Irish and, even with reof Canada as a livable country.
cruitment efforts, the industry is still
According to a recent survey by desperate for workers.
ManpowerGroup, 41percent of Canadian employers report difficulty fill- “The skilled workforce is just not
ing jobs, with skilled trades being the there,” Donnellan said. “There are so
many large-scale construction projects
toughest sector in the country.
and simply just not enough workers,
William Donnellan, owner of Vancou- simple as that.
ver-based building company IRL Construction, is a native Irish citizen who “We do help a lot of those Irish immihas been living in B.C. for over 15 grate to Canada because there is just a
huge labour force shortage in Vancouyears.
ver and B.C. at the moment.”
He arrived in Vancouver in 2009 from
his hometown of Craughwell, Co. Gal- In a 2014 interview in The Celtic Conway, accompanied by his childhood nection, Donnellan said, “I find the
sweetheart Laura Newell. The couple schooling in Ireland for skilled labour

ONE of the highlights of Sri Lanka was a unique opportunity for

In 1872 James Taylor from a close up view of this magnificent leopard, a notoriously shy
Kincardineshire set up the first tea fac- creature.
tory on the island which then under
British rule was called Ceylon.
when our driver informed us that there Our final stop is Galle pronounced
It was another Scotsman (they are evewere leopards in the park but rarely Gaul like the French general with the
rywhere aren’t they), Thomas Lipton
big nose.
seen.
from Glasgow, who on a visit to Ceylon
met Taylor, and began importing the He drove to an area in the jungle where We are staying in an elegant colonialtea into the U.K. putting Ceylon on he said he had had a glimpse of one style hotel within the fortress walls.
the map.
three weeks previously and within five
minutes of him switching off the en- It was this coastline that suffered the
We sampled a cup of Ceylon’s finest
gine, as if by order, this magnificent tsunami of 2004.
tea called White Tea which was very
animal appeared from behind a large We were told that the mountain of sea
nice.
boulder.
did not penetrate the fortress walls but
As tourists, we would be allowed to
people standing on the battlements
It sat down on the rock about 20 feet
purchase a can of White Tea for about
away, and stared at us. It then stood would have witnessed the destruction
the same price as one would pay for a
up and turned sideways as if posing of the city below with the loss of
small car, and were disdainfully in20,000 lives.
to show off its beautiful coat, then sat
formed that tea bags contain the dust
down again.
With just one night here, we have not
from the floor of the factory and only
drunk by people of low morals and no Time stood still until the animal heard ventured into the city as the quaint
taste.
some noise and quietly disappeared streets of the fort are packed with boubehind the boulder. We were spell tiques and my wife has some serious
We declined their offer to arrange a
shopping to do before we go home.
bound.
mortgage enabling us to buy a packet
of their finest, mumbled our thanks and I have been fortunate enough to visit I have stood on the battlements and
left, to return to our hotel for a nice South Africa a few times and been on watched a cricket match below on the
cuppa made from the dust-filled bags safaris, but have never had that surreal rebuilt ground where the England
cricket team will soon be playing
that my wife always takes on holiday. experience before.
against Sri Lanka.
The highlight has been the appearance For such a shy animal it was totally
of a leopard. We were in a National relaxed, like a great big pussycat watch- We will be sad to leave.
Best wishes,
Park looking at a large herd of elephants ing the world go by.
Elfan

“We are at a great advantage and really
lucky, and we have the Canadians to
thank because they are the ones making it all possible at the end of the day.
There is a shortage of skilled labour
here in Canada, they opened up the
gates and we came running.”
“[Irish workers] are very steady for a
number of reasons,” said Chris
Atchison, president of the British Columbia Construction Association.
“One of the factors is the type of visa
they can manage to get a hold of from
country of origin. Ireland has a unique
situation with Canada in that the International Experience Visa for young
folks from 18 to 35 can get a two-year
visa.”
Many international visas allow only
one year in which to find work – ideally with an employer that will sponsor the worker’s continued presence
in that country. The added year for
Irish workers in Canada allows them
more time to lay down roots, expand
networks and gain experience.
“When you go into factories or you go
into job sites, [Irish workers] are very
present,” Atchison said. “Canada truly
is a very multicultural country.… the
Irish absolutely add value to that.”

